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Experiencing Creativity in Music
Loretta Baker

Perhaps you we one of the leachers who we wondering what ail that tapping and clapping is
sbote la the musk; mom at your Wuxi Do the Ogden tome to dtelenge class excited about the
Christmas play or th school coma? Vould you Mte to ilnd out what ft Is about music that
'Mole ihe weedy' dation sod about the sidlb they need to mate music ? If you have come
to find out the antiwar* ID thew qualms ; your in the digit session.

Lee bolt at some vital masons far kictuding mu* neoesswy subject in your
chlidren's sCh001 his. rkst, them ors aesthetic considerations. Goethe Said, man should
hear a We music, need a We posvy, snd see a fine picture rimy day of its life, in order thal
vAIWNY owes may not obliterate the sense of the beaufful which God his Implanted in the
human said" The study of muelo Is not a MN but an menial to knprove tie quality of the fog
every human.

Ws must dePend uPon wesdre and istalinseve solutions to vital poublems. When tauten in a
meaningful way, mu* is pertioulittly suited not only to bring about great: artistic
undemtencOng but to encourage innovative) and experimentive thinking:Through music, the child
ten have the happy expedenos of !soft to express himself. Although we hear discussions
about oognitiva and Ow** teaming, studies of stun children, espedatly gifted and
cufturany **wind, haw, shown that them sspects of learning are inextricably Intertwined.

Cresevity

JAQusa-Datatozz. Movement is the first level of creativity. movement
is encouraged from the belginnsng, but must always be specific to the meter,
rhythm character, tempo, mania, and flow of the song, percussion. or piano
accerepeeimens. There art *right" and "wrong" movement styles to attoMpUlli.
mem& improvisation is expected to be thoughtful and appropriate. The philos-
ophy of thoughtful musical improvisation a carried into ciasses in Sone, and
Soriginktisisigur, and to vocal, instrwnental. and piano experiences

Kob.u.v. Cremivky comes from knowledge. It is necessary to have a
musical vocabulary in order to CMOS musk. JuSt IS one must know words to
State thoughts, so must one know the vocabulary of musk aurally and orally be-
fore improvidnip just as one must be able to think and write words. ph rases. and
sentences before expressing thoughts on paper. so must one bc able to heir.
think, and write notes and know how to organize them into patterns, phrases.
and forms in ostler to compose.

Oen. In order to create sound patterns it is not neceSSary to know no-

tation. Sound patterns may bc constructed arbitriiiiiy and then orkitittcd int4i
forms to .create compositions. The musical cithulary is gained attralli.
principle of "improvisauon unfeuered by knowledge" is upheld until very Lim in

the process.

CummtainunSivis liittsictAttstur. Composition need not begin with the
traditional materials of musk. Environmental sounds or "found" sound sourret
may be organized into forms to produce spontaneous improvisations These
may or may not be charted in invemed graphic notation so that they may be rewl
later (thus becoming compositions). Traditional reading and wnung. wine de-
sirable skills, are not necessary for improvisation and competition
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You're punnyi Yarn, wain You're not even tali!
You Gould never be a CluIshase tree at aw
You're IMO It's Wel You'll lust never dol
Santa Claus would never pick a tree Eke youl
Oh. ne, no. nol
No waw al WI
Ott, no. no, nol
`farm just too small!

Eivatudatalatiestrumseta

Three four beat meaures and one three but measure for keroduotion.

A centime but -four per measure- Is euentiaL The best taxi *abet to maintain is clapping

or pant:bine .

Once the beat is ealabilehed you an elaborate in any number of ways. Experiment with the
diffetent types of sounds yaw studetts ow make with their hands. feet fingers. Ask them to
imitate things: a Cynthia. a WU drum a train, a nesthe scraping a reoOrd. S squeaking door,
wind noises with their mouth. Imaginations can go wild . Decide which sounds to use and stick
to them for all rebuttals.

Keep ydur singers and your rhythm section separate.

After the words. V, no no nor a rhythm break begins . At this point the rhythm becomes
the focus. Keep the four buts ping under the other sound effects.

IIILEXIOLEMECIIII013

Evlyone goes shopping whin We almost Christmas day.
They buy lots and lots of presents that they wrap and give away.
The best part of Christmas If you really want to know are presents that are wrapped with lots
of .rikhons and bows.
R-R-R-Ribbons and boat Put them In same bonsi
Stich Ow Ifs eeini baggl Wrap them with some piper. end mark them with some mos!
MIA-Ribbons and bow tell make them pretty you sac
Than thaY will loch mai Ono undemitath the Christmas tree!

FEADMI RAP BY GRADEM STUDENTS PROM LEE REGE SCHOOL

We have a Mile Rip br you today
We want to tee you books are here to stay
We think you should know that books are cool
SO Mad at homund mad at school
Read with a friend or reed by younteff
Books from your morn or books from the shelf
We new forget the number one rule
Books are coal at Lee Ridge School

To maintain the steady beat keep time by patsch and clap.

2
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RONDO
Thishons bike a smusiosi sandenok first the broad which is always
no sow nod a OM. +IWO is different too the brood than
another pleas at breads then another Migrant Slim tout so en.
until Wogs enev.t.

Children we understand the lenn very est* d ke wants*/
to them in this way

Tha Iona taA putt (fillitgLA (bread). (nliferent inang). A
(bread), ands. on.

Suitt, k I filo a sendwidt
breadA
Wog 0
OrnadA
dogC

binadA
Nage
toendA

°X Gen be thytheie pattern clapp4, moped.
mod of the ~est

I IflIflflI

or !Moved bY
ft coo slob* a movement psi tent. a short song or mon. *rayon
short instrument phrase. but e shouhl be the same each time it

B.
repeats.

`C,- and 'D v cruted in turn tsi different tinkerer%
diapPing. elemping, slinging. or playing a pattern of mot owl
devising. Th whole piece can be accemparsd. nave an introduc-
tion and elidev devlsed lot it and can oe developed int* a mai.
cOrnaceibon in the same manner as that described in -Ouestscr
and Answer" (see shave).

The Wowing are some ~Wet

Uses Short Poem tor the "A" Section
Speech A.

Johnny caught flea,
Flea died, Johnny cned.
TOL hee. hes!SA.. C..%AS wane, ItaiwIcs

Cs 114wwww.A. The cans says the poem aria boss a 'pat, Cat psi
as an azocencianiment

B. One 0011Jc:ream a pluton on a drum

Jr ;Li
r- ni fl I nni 1 ni fl

114001 t464. Taleaf it d/k gal Asti es..1

itA4p4a,i. et N. pier.efina

csap patief

A. The wrote class repeats trup poem

C. A second child creates pattern an a %OM block

nnm I H
nnni

A. lb* wrote clots repeats the poem

And u many sections as you wish but always anci wlUI sri. *A

3
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Students Who Are Hearing Impaintd And Gifted:
Teachers' Paspecdves

Mary Ann Bibby

In this session I woutd like to share with you some some thoughts from trained
teachers of the hearing impaired Several years ago, my colleague, Carolyn Yewchuk. and
I *I a study which Mortified hearing impaired students who were also gifted. Canada does
not have in place any special programming for these students, although we can assume
from our research Mal between 4 and 6 percent of this population will be gifted
(Yewchuk and Bibby, 1989). In Wormal chscussions, teachers of the deaf and hard-ol-
hearing never hesitabsd when asked to talk about students they Ovught to be gifted. As
with hearing students, it is possible to establish formal identification procedures tor
heating impaired students,( Yewchuk and Btsby, 1989) but informally, teachers
already seem to know who these students are.

Students who have impaired hearing form a minority group In any Public school.
Often, these children are ktegrated and many times they are the only student in the
school. In oilier instances, sman groups of twetween 4 and 8 students stay Soother as a
selkontained class, and work %WM a trained teacher of the deaf. These teachers work in
vadoo settings: in the pubt3o schools, in special pre-schools and in schools for the deaf.
Thc.), are also trained as itinerant3 and consonants.

Using tratiltional qualitative research procedures (Berg, 1989; Uncoin & Guba,
1985) I Interviewed 14 teachers working in Vancouver, Edmonton, Toronto and
Amherst. After the transcriptkm of each intetview. the teachers had opportunRies to
read the protocols and to make changes, to tak with me again, and to provide
clad:tailors and to midst with identifying key points. The teachers perspectives are
imponsnt, for see these students on a daily basis; their informed knowledge grows
out of these Interactions with their students. These trained teachers of the
deaf, intnottle that in working with gifted hearing impaired students, there are unique
asPectla that must bs taken Into consideration.

Since the words of the participants in this study are keys to our eventual
understanding of these students, and b, the meaning of giftedness for those who have
impaired hearing, this paper simply allows the teachers to speak for themselves. in the
presentation of tNs paper in this conierence, I would Mot to encourage discussion and
questions as we read the teachers' thoughts. I have taken the liberty of using headings in
order to cluster the quotes. Let me sten by introducing you to three gifted students.

Jenny Is gifted. She is at the top of her class with en
average that is 95 percent in Grade 9. Jenny especially
excels in the sciences, and her teachers describe her es beinr
a quick thinker who easily grasps new concepts. She Is
creative, has a variety of interests :rad le highly regarded by
both teachers and classmates. Since she was 9, she has
dreamed of being a doctor. The school counsellor, In
consultation with her parents and teachers, however, deckle
that Jenny needs to come to terms with reality, and they
arrange for her to talk with the Dean of Medicine. It will be
extremely difficult for Jenny to reach her goal. How can
Jenny ever pass her stint In the operating room if she can
never hear what Is being said? Jenny is profoundly deaf.

5
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Andrew Is gifted. He is a creative writer and artist and
his cartoons ere among the best of new young Canadian talent.
He has lust graduated from a University in th U.S., and has
returned to Vancouver to look for work. As he goes from
intrview to interview, he faces many challenges. Employers
are unfamiliar with his situation. His first language is
American Sign Language and he uses an interpreter at ail
times. His speech is almost totally unintelligible.

Employers ars reluctant to take the chance with something
they know nothing about: -deafness. Andrew has a profound
hearing loss.

Sandi is gifted. Throughout high school, her teachers saw her
as an extremely hard worker, always obtaining advance information
from thm about what was happening In her classes; always

smirching out more information and always studyirq several hours
a night. She woe extremely motivated to do well, and her grades
showed the results of her efforts. Her teacher called her a hard
worker, not necessarily gifted. But last year, Sandi entered her
4th year of University in the Arts Faculty, and is the top student in
the ()apartment of Philosophy. Sandi has a profound hearing loss.

ME TEACHERS' VOICES

1: Teacher's Knowledge: Trusting themselves

'I don't know if she's altatil but I KNOW she Is gifted."

"Well. I know that Sam It; definitely gifted. But what does that really mean? I
guess out there, there Is some kind of formalized definition but I'm not sure that I know
what that is. Ail I really know is that when I see Sammy, he just stands out: he is head
and shoulders above the rest."

" I know my students. When there are so few of them in my class and I see them .

every day, then you really develop an Intimate knowledge of what they are capable of
doing, who they are etc. I suppose that is harder to do if you have 30 kids in a class, but
with 7 It makes It easier.

"I know about Sue, I am getting to know how she thinks and learns and I plan for
her better and better every day. She is certainly gifted, the way she thinks and how she

does thims; and also, her achievement shows me that too. But I don't know if she's gifted
atoordirtg to other creed& She certainly is according ki mine. I don't need to have her
tested, but I'm sure if I dd then it would only prove me right. I don't really need to do
that. It wouldn't give me any more useful information.

6
11
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2: Teachers' Knowledge: Comparing Students

"He's certainly at the top of his group of deaf peers at the school, but even
thinking about hearing students his age, I guess that he would stand out. He's just so
quick and his thinking is so creative°

"Weil I compare them to the other kids in the school who are hearing, and they
certainly ars hokfing their own. She is making top marks in science and math and I keep
forgetting that she has a hearing loss; in fact, I don't think she can really hear anything
that is being said. But she is competing with the others In her class and doing better than
most. She's greatr

is probably the best student I've ever worked with at the school for the deaf.
He is a one trial learner; you just present the information one time and he's got it and
uses It again in other situations. So he's tops here, but I suspect that he would also be
tops If he were with hearing students; gosh, at some things he is even a lot faster than
mei"

I know they say that when you identify handicapped kids who are also gifted, you
should compare them with your peers. But I think with deaf students it is different. I
mean I know that the deaf students who I know are gifted are also gifted when you
compare them to hearing klds. Maybe their communications skills ars different but at
some levels they are really able do 1..-4 as well, sometimes better than a lot of kids with
h earl ng r

3: Teachers' Knowledge: Kinds of Giftedness

" This child is just three, has no speech. can't talk, but somehow he just knows
how to make his needs known in other ways. He can't stand not to know; He has a very low
tolerance for ambiguity. But this communication thing he has developed somehow. No uria
taught him; he's just wired for communication"

61 knew this one chiki who was just so gifted at speechreading. You know how hard
that is; you can't get vary much information by just reading people's lips and when you
think of people with mustaches, or teachers who talk when they turn their heads to me
blackboard. Weil you know, But this one child was so gifted. I just do not understand how
he was able to fM in ail the missing information. Even when he was watching t.v. he was
al* to understmd a lot of the language. Don't ask me howl never know. But that is one
extraordinary giftr

'I don't believe that this student really has a terrifically high IQ. But I have
never in my life seen anyone who wants to succeed as much as he does. He wants to know
and to understand and he will work extremely hard for what he wants. I think his gift is
his motivation! And in this world, where deafness isn't really understood, he will go a
long way because of it. '

4: Teachers' Knowledge: Masking Giftedness

1* Maybe some kids aren't gifted, or you haven't found out what they're gifted in!"

7
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Someimes students show things to some people that they don't show to others.
So maybe you haven't seen it because the child Is reluctant to show you, or maybe she
just hasn't had a chart*:

I taught her In Grade 10 and she was always a very good student. I had 6 other
students who had hearing Imes and they were in the pubic sdlool. Janene worked really
hard artl even took some internatIonal Baccalaureate courses and did well in them. But In
high school I would never have Called her gited, not at that time. A hard worker maybe.
But you know, she has gone to University and is at the top of her class..with a profound
hearing loss. Maybe she Is gifted'

*She is really brilliant and has a wonderful mind but it's sad: her English
writing skills are not very good and she has a hard time writing in EniSish. Now,
expressing herself in American Sign Language she Is just terrific. But she has td work
and &re In our English world. So what's she going to do with her giftedness??

5. Teachers' Knowledge: Being Amazed

"She just has that seed, that magic! How Wes she do it??

You know how importimt it is for these kids to have lots of terrific support as
soon as they are ciagnosect well. Jamie, he has had such a deprived family baciwound
that you would never think that he could develop his potential even If he had hearing. But
that kldl I just can't believe It. He has overcome all the odds and is emotionally in great
shape and also leading his deur

°Where are these kids getting it? I just sit down and talk to these kids and I sit
back and think, where did that come from? Where cial that thought come from? This child
was talking ponce when he was 7 years old, in a knowledgeable way.; he even
challenged met So I have to remind myself, this child is gifted but he is also profoundly
deaf. He doesn't have any useable hewing and the family did not even have a captioned
television at home. So he has boon deaf since birth. How cid he pick up that
information??

S. Teachers' Knowledge: Labelling

'Well you know, when I was a child, there were kids in our class who were called
gifted. I thought ft was so unfair. Some of us just hadn't devebped to our potential yet.
and besides, those kids were always the ones that got the special extras in learning. I
would love to have been Involved in some of those projectsr

"I know that Marlon is gifted but you must remember that I have 6 other hearing
immired students in my class. Each one of those students has unique needs and if I were
b label her, them she really stands out. That is Wet not a good thing when you are
dealing with small classes. You want everyone to work together and labeling serves no
useful purpose. Of course the others know that she is really outstanding at some things.
but somehow the label makes it official and they don't really appreciate that."

'so they decided to call her a genius (when sbe was 10 years old) and it has been
a very difficult label for her to live up to. People say 'she's so Miami it's too bad she
doesn't have good speech!' But the thing Is, somehow she gets the idea that she should not

IMMI 41111411
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ask for help, and thal she must be able to do everything on her own. She also has said that
even though she is Llifilant, she is still never as good as hearing people because of the
differences in communication. What a difficult thing for her to have to deal withr

neou know, people Mow, people know each other and we know what, how we feet
about each other and where we see that person's strengths. But what I see as one student's
strengthe another teacher may not see; the students may not show that tewher that
strength. So its very important we stay multi-dimensional and I think that labelling
makes us cardboard kiwis, it makes us uni-dimensional and we stop. When we put a
label on something, we stop thinking about it and reacting to it.'

7. Teachers' Knowledge: The impact of Hearing Loss

"This student is so bright. he Is so far beyond me that I think sometimes l can't
help him. it's just there. And the insight he has into things Is incredftge. But you know,
there's a price to pay.. He's left on the periphery of everything. Remember, deaf people
who are also gifted are in a doubte-minority group. I mean, there are not a lot of kids
who can do the same things as he can so there, he is a loner. Hearing kids who ars gifted
al least have more peers ell choose from, more hearing friends around them who are
more like them. But there are only about 15 kids his own age in this school, and he is not
as interested in some of the things that they are doing. His needs are different. Then when
he gets with hearing gifted kids, he is different again, because they can't understand his
deafness and the communication factors that make It difficult for him. So he doesn't
really belong In the hearing world because he is deaf, and then he doesn't realty fit Into
the gifted peers world because he IS hearing impaired. Talk about not belonoingi it must
be so hard?

'My daughter, Trisha, just graduated from public high school. I am a teacher at
the school for the deaf and Trisha has done really well, though at times we didn't know if
it was the right thing for het to be integrated into the hearing school. She seemed happy
though, and was always doing wet but never at the WI) of her class. But you know, she is
exhausted. She never found that an interpreter could really help her so all day long, she
had to watch the tenhers. Of Course when she looked away she missed what they said and
she had notetakers to help too. But she must be so tired. And at times she said to me : 'you
know, for all the hard work I do, and for ail the time I spend studying, rm still not at the
top. I guess being gifted and hearing impaired sometimes means being just average.
Because in the real world you are stiff competing with hearing people. But that is so hard
to taker Trisha has decided to take a year off this year. I think she deserves itr
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You've Came To The Library To Learn About Dinosaurs...
But I'm Here lb Mach You About Research

Elaine Blakey

(Revised from article submitted to LRC Journal, June, 1990)

'You've come to the library to learn about dinosaurs: I told the class of third

graders sitting in front of me, *but I am going to teach you something else. I

always teach the same thing: I told the group. it doesn't matter what you come
to Ism. I always teach kids how to do research.-

Every unit I teach is basically the same. The trimmings change to reflect the level
of child development, the teacher selected content, and the product to be produced

but the basic process doesn't change.

Good lad has lamented that one of the problems with schools is that they stress

product, not process. Teaching content is not enough. If you want children to

learn something, you must point out to them that you are teaching that something

to them. If I went the students to someday understand and accept the Research

Process as a portabie strategy that can be coaled from subject to subject, I must

make them aware of the steps to follow when doing research. They must see Its
structure or they won't be able to transfer it to other research tasks.

It is not enough to take students through the steps of the research process. We

need to spend en equivalent amtunt of time delineating the process that we are

teaching so they can see It as well. Each step must be made clear to students.

Transfer occurs only when structure is perceived in one situation and the same

pattern or framework is recognized in a new situation.

%us o Researctt presents a process for research in five steps: Planning,

Information Retrieval, information Processing, Information Sharing and Evaluation.

11
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In the Planning step students need assistance to make decisions about what they
know and what they went to find out. They should be given as much autonomy as is

appropriate for their age and skin development to select topics, determine
presentation formats and identify the audience for the finished work. During the
Information Retrieval step students work to identify the bc:t. sources of
information, again as appropriate to their level of deveiopment. The Information

Processing step includes choosing and evaluating relevant information, organizing
end recording that information, making connections and infgrence with already
known information, creating a product and revising end editing it until it is ready
for presentation. Information Sharing includes the duel aspects of presenting

information, that of the presenter end that of the audience. Evaluation involves,
not only teacher evaluation of the student's work but also self and peer evaluation

of both the process of research and the product the student has completed.

fletecognition involves being aware of and in control of your thinking. In order for

students to see the structire of the research process, they must develop a

metacognitive process that encourages them to look at their learning; to observe

it in small pieces; to generalize from their personal feelings and actions what is

.mportant for them to remember; and to identify what they can apply in future
learning situations.

One way to help studen's focus on the structure of the research process as it

happens is to have them keep a journal as they progress through the research

project. The journal should be a journal of process, recording feelings and

activities and thoughts. It should focus on what was done and felt, not on what
was learned about the topic studied. Students should record steps they followed,

problems they encotmtered, feelings end other reactions they observed in

themselves as they progressed through the process.

Students, like all of us, know things first with their feelings. A student may be

excited argl curious es she starts to select end narrow a topic. She may feel

frustrated or satisfied as she applies her retrieval skills to locate the
information she needs. She cen become irritated, discouraged, and anxious as she

struggles to find the details needed to complete the web about her topic. She may
be relieved and confident again as the bits of information finally add up to enough.

Feelings of frustration may arise once again as she begins to create a product to

12
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show what she has learned. Finally, relief, satisfaction, pride, success, and joy
may come to her when the job is finished.

Besides chronicling these feelings, the journal should also be used to record

activities that ere pert of the Research process. Discussion occurred, arguments
erupted, work was neat or messy, group work was successful or stressful.
Recording and emalyzing feelings and the activities that produced them can help
students to learn much about themselves and their abilities to apply the Research
Process.

Another way to focus student attention on feelings and experiences is brainstorm
remembered feelings and activities of a shared experience. From this list of
feelings end activities each student can generalize what he/she learned and select
what he/she cen apply to his/her own repertoire of research skills.

Yet another way is to show the framework of a process is to have the teacher
think out loud about how he/she would approach a particular task, modelling the
behaviour students might follow and outlining the steps that are part of the
process. In order to become aware of their thinking students require vocabulary to
label thinking skills and be able to recognize when these skills are used by

themselves and by others.

Ongoing evaluation provides another opportunity to focus on the process
Observation checklists meke it easier to tell if students are working through a
step completely. Focussing on the positive, announcing the particular behaviour
you will be marking on your checklist that day, using T charts to help students
clarify what that behaviour looks like and sounds like will encourage it to happen.
Using student behaviour es a 'good example of what you are looking for also

focuses attention on your expectations. Evaluation of rough wcrk can help
students to clarify the steps followed as he/she goes through planning, retrieval
and processing.

Feedback to students is also important if they are to bovine aware of what steps
they are following as they complete their research. When you see a behaviour that
fits in with the process, point It out to the individual, label it for him/her so

13
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he/she can tell where end how it fits into the structure and otherwise let him/her
know you are pleased to 'catch him/her' doing it.

Assist students in becoming familiar with the Research Process by hanging a chart
that outlines the steps where students can see it as they work. Point out, end ask
them to point out, the steps at which they are working as they proceed from
Planning to Sharing and Evaluation. Review steps already completed and anticipate

the ones to come. Ask them to tell you what happens in each of the steps as they
work through it.

Encourage students to see the framework of research b connecting one research
activity to the next. Point out similarities ("Remember when we brainctormed
what we knew Wart space. Today we are going to do the same thing. We are going
to brainstorm what we know about dinosaurs.") and differences ("The last time we
did research we took notes with a retrieval chart. This time we will make a web
to gather details about our topic.") Emphasize that each research project follows
the same general pattern.

Every day, in every way you can, show the structure of the research process to
your students. Then, one day, when you are ready to start them off on yet another

research project, you'll hear them say, "Oh, I know how to do research. We did it
when we studied dinosaurs. First you...." And you can smile and say to yourself,
"By gosh, I think they've got III"

14 16
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Computers and Thlecoirmunications in the Elementary School
Gloria Cathcart

Background

Malmo Apple Centre for Innovation
Malmo Apple Centre for Innovadon (Am has been oFrational since September

1987. "Elementaty School Integradon of the Microcomputer Into the Curriculum," a
project &mood by Mrs. Gloria Cathcart, was awarded a configuration of Apple Ilgs

and some Apple software by the Apple Canada Education Foundation
(nlitranc.ssCathciat SUMS as project director. grade 3/4 teacher in the inject
classroom. and the author d materials used in the project.

Malmo cuntndy has two Apple Egs networked classrooms that server four classes
of grade 3 and 4 =dents, and is in the progess of installing 32 Mac Clausics on a file
server for use by grade 5 and 6 students. There are computers in all classrooms in the
school, and a cluster of computers in the library.

Purpose
I like the computers because ifs a lot easier than using a pencil and

prwer. And ifyou make a miadte on paper it might be a lot harder to
comets than on a computer. The grade three room has lots of neat furniture.
It looks a lot better than Just having plain old desks.

Damien Jaipaul

I like computers because they help you uvrk faster and it is a lot
neater. I tike computers because your hands don't hurt 4$ much as when
you use a pencil.

Emma Braim

What happens in a classroom where students have continual access to computers
and maly integrate tin computer into the curriculum? Providing a worldrig model of a
computer integrated classroom, not another school computer lab, is the purpose of the
Project.

Furniture Hardware, and Software
Purnitine especially appropriate for cooperative learning activities and designed to

accommodate young students was built. Seven octagon-shaped tables, each with four
wings, were oanstructed in three sizes. The central table provides book storage space and a
work arta for students. A wing to the left of each student houses the computer, the disk
drives, and a pull out shelf for the keyboard. Electrical and tattwork cords ase all concealed
within the fuminre. Only the monitor is located on top, maldng the student the focus of
the classroom. -

Prior to the introduction of the project, Malmo was a school of under 200 students
with 6 computers and a . Now as we our fifth year of the pro)ect, Malmo has
320 in-school students, 01 computers (49 of - are Macintosh), ten printers (two are
Laser printers), a local area network , two modems, CD-ROM and Laser Disk Players, and
a very active,

ApigeW 48. orks fh7,74 MECC Software are the most frequently used
on the Apple lip computers. Microsoft Works. AppleLink, and HyperCard are

g used as we install the Mac Classrooms. This will be expanded later.
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the an Effective Tool
the =

i to touch type, it is hard so imagine trying to use the computer as
a writing tool. Teaching keyboadiq requires an informed, enthusiastic, understanding
teacher, access to = equipment, appropriate furniture, a fairly large block of
time, a , pros= for the young student, and a purpose for learning.
The teacher is the key to success.

The Keyboarding Program and Using the Computer as a Writing Tool

Keyboarding is tuisier than going one finger a t a time and you don' t
have to shatpen your pencil. I can type better than my dad.

Jacinda Duqueue

I like stotywriting because we can use quotation marks. Also the
computer is a faster way to write. I like writing paragraphs. I also like
writing whatever length o f paragraphs I want!

Naomi Mathison

A keyboarding program based on teacher directed lessons, not a keyboarding
software is used in the ACI. The students work within the word = -
package orb in our case, '''' any word = - " would be -) while the
teacher instmcts and encamps. A text has been designed for our young
students. Larger print, shorter line length, and spacing of lines, all for easier
visual tracking, are some of the ways this material differs from the conventional
typewriting mends. A focus on langtage arts and a smooth transition from
keyboarding to ccunpothig at the computer is also inc uded. (Are You Ready? Men:enemy

by Ubelackar and Cathcart, ISBN 07-549768-9 from McOraw-Hill Ryerson,
I I Water nem, WI*, Ontario, LIN 9E6)

Once the alphabetic keys had been inuoduced, including the shift izys, and children
had gained some fluency, they were =,- to use the computer as a means of
completing their language mu assignments. ix to eight weeks were required before
students were ready to make more extensive use of the - i= user.

Soon students began to compose stories, WM'S at the computer.
Techniques for word processing were Inwoduced gradually. The computer was used
extensively for written responses associated with our reading activities. Students
responded on the =muter to short stories, theme units, and our novel study units. Class
story books and individual student books were win:A edited, and printed on the
=MUM.

We found students tended to be more willing writers when using the computer.
They wrote longer stories, and did more editin& Editing was done both on the screen and
on hard copy, with assistance from peen, parents, teachers, student teachers, volunteers,
and senior citizens. Student work was displayed in the classroom, coiled in booklets and
added to the library collection, thared with their friends and family, and included in
newsletters and students* ""

The opponunities S we have had to integrate the computer into the curriculum
have allowed us to help students prepare for this age of information. It only makes sense
that the students we teach use and become proficient with the technology of the age.

Telecommunications

The excitement and advantages of telecommunication
Telecommunications has opened a whole new area of interest and learning for the

students at Malmo, and made maps and messages very important. "May I send a link to

16
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projects, and corninual teacher participation and swervision are important if projects = to
succeed.

Timeline considerations
Setting timelines on projects and tying them into dm school calendar seems to make

aprojectmnewble. helmet that run for the fall, winer. at term work well.
Since we are a wothi wide paten this is pit sidedy acthend to due to variety of

in other parts of the world. Not everyone werates on the same calendar as otw
redtoolsi We have enjoyed the spontaneousness of the network and tried to be

flexible in our progamming.

Curriculum considerations
telecommunications projects to cuniculum mivitkri within the

school does " the more meanhsfid than if - were done in isolation. In
order to accommodate "" on the network, one does become involved iu jects which
would Molly not have been a of the regtdar school program. We have many of
these projects to be if there is a class or a ci sty:lents that are
willing to take on a paoject Ind t. shows potential growth and understanding .
we will ny to become involved. A proposed by an Austrian school on the status of
seniors would not have been a part et our program but efforts to accommodate their
project to be a very worthwhile learning experience for our students. There are
dmes dm response to someone's comes hum a teacher [abet than studems.
Not always do we have a group of " to be involved in every project, and yet
the input rides* from our area (we are the only Aban school on the AGE network) would
aid the ka.

projea is accompanied by a numter of off-line experiences whk:h forrn a very
important, sad much mom time consuming pan of the activity. Pre- and pm-act:vides may
involve individual students, small groups, whole classes of students, or sometimes the
whole school.

Successful telecommunications projects
In order to be successful, dte provision of some structure to a telecommunications

intact is an imponmt element . It is necessary m set specific goals, expect specific tasks
to be canted out. and andelpate outcomes. Having one person or a small group of
people take ownerddp of a works effectively. Then the pro)ect will be
coordimted, from dm call ftw s to the mummy and distillation of results.

This allows 4 - to consider the project., decide who will be and gather the
necessary neources. Projects that have a set and coding time am mom likely to

a time frame is also hnportant. It is " -y a3 wvW some lead tizne.

, ,be successful. A &Mho for reoptuse is necessmy if data is being collected
'ay various sites, so the final consolidation of WI inftemad,on can be =tried out and
manned to , , . ,. 8 , , sites.

Small - testing before launching the main ject seems to be a good idea,
but does not happen often. One thing that does happen the repeat of a poject that was
especial, successall. This sometimes includes the same schools as well as new ones.

The ibrmat in which dam is recolded is one of the aspects that needs careful
consideratkm. If the format is not clear is causes =certainty among those g and
makes it mom difficult for hos=g students to accurately and effectively use the
comes in.

What happens on the network
Agh there is - a place for penpals and one time links, the most

interesting _and the ipeatest . , ta .11 value ims been - by dm mom extensive
projects. Use of this exciting means of gathering first 8. information for units in health.
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science, and social studies, as well as enriching our language arts program. has motivated
us to be as active as possible.

Christmas prrjects
In December 1989, when my class was learning about Chiistmas customs of

various people, we placed an outline on our ". bulletin board asking for information
from the schools, and received much valuable " tion, all structured within our
outline. We were pleased to have high school students as well as elementary school
students respond. An ackled touch was provided by fiwerCard stacks containing
Chrismtas and songs. A link from Helsinki caused the biggest stir. A group of
high smdents explained their Christmas customs and had the netve to claim
ownership of Santa Claus, saying tit: . Santa lived in Lapland. their country. My students
were appalled and declared, "No. he's OWL He lives at the North Pole." We got out the
globe and discovered that Helsinki is much closer to the North Pole than Edmonton. "But
he's still ours!"

Our 1990 Christmas project was one that savp our whole school and many others
on our network. Since Malmo was in charge of our &Hy AGES News, we paed on to
other schools the highlights we received. In addition to the usual information on Christmas
celebrations, we received from Kangaroo Flat Primary School, in Bendigo, Australia, their
own version of The Twelve Days of Christmas. Soon we had many versions to sing in our
school assemblies! Can you tell where these lines originated?

.12 Nava.* weaving, 11 lobos leatAng. 10 bobcats bolt:wing, 9 coyotes callinI 8
prJdy pears a-pricklin', 7 senoras singing, 6 rattlers ring, 5 golden els.% 4
ristras of chili, 3 clay post, 2 enchiladas, and a roadrunner in a yucca bush.

.12 parrots prattling, 11 numb= nagging, 10 lizards leaping, 9 wambats working. 8
possums playing, 7 climbing koalas, 6 platypuses, 5 kangaroos, 4 kookaburras. 3
jabirus, 2 pink galabs, and an emu up a gum tree.

Getting to know our network neighbors
For the first 26 school days of 1991, we sent and received information from several

sites around the globe, focussing on one letter of the alphabet each day. In each message
we tried to share something important about our location that would be of interest to the rest
of the participating schools. At Malmo School these messages becanw the contents of a
huge wall display, and were turned into a school wide contest.

A What would you do with an amoutiq?
Name a - mission that was built in 1718 and used as a fort?
Name the monolith that is situated on traditional sacred aboriginal land.
How did Alberta get in name?

Answers to these questions were found by searching the A colunur of our wall data base.

Folk literature
A project on folk literature from the various areas of our global network has been of
interest to us. Here again the topic we thought would be of special interest to

school students has also been well received by high school students. One
group of high school honors English students took on the project of writing original.
modern fairy tales to sham with everyone. Many versions of the Cinderella story. versions
of other common folktales as well as Inuit, Indian, and Metis folktales were submitted.
Graphics accompanied some of these folktales as well.

&wad studies units
Our grade three stuck:nu have been able to link to the schools on Baffin Island

while doing a social studies unit on the Inuits of Northern Canada Questions that could
not be answered by using our books were answered by Inuit students and their teachers on

19
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Baffin Island. Being able to make direct =act with the Inuit children has helped our
students to increase their Aderstanding of our native people.

Grade five students linked to other classes across Canada to gain information On
Canadian lifestyles. the information seceived to their own lifestyle. As
links go back and forth, are buik and information is expanded and refined. We
focus on similarities.

A two-month study of Australia by Malmo grade 314 students was enriched by the
many links that came to us from OW primary school in Bendigo. Sea mail packages also
were sent both ways across the ocean.

Current affairs
Involvement in matters of current affairs is a natural telecommunications activity.

Our students are responsibk for a daily tawspaper called This Day in AGES. The content
of the news items ranges from intentadonal to in- -.41ool. Involvement in the publication of

thas taken many forms. Students who panicipate benefit from the activity.
hres papers were long or shaft general or topical, elemetuary or seconday.

The excitement of first hand messages from California at the time of the lig
earthquake resulted in bulledn board displays and copies of links being taken home by
students. We learned about things over the netwwk that we never beard on television or
radio. The Earthquake HypetCard stack produced by Apple has been of special interest to
our students.

Currently these is much information on the Berlin Wall and the Gulf Crisis. Older
students are quesdons and stating opinions. The effect of the media is a topic of
interest Stuck:nut in different pans of the world are comparing the coverage they receive.
Since we have an Arabic bilhigual program in our school, the issues of the Middle East
have been approached by students as young as grade three. Issues of multiculturalism and
discrimination are important.

By linking messages to Vienna we were able to take part in Austria's computer fair.
We kept in totr-h with ti 141 the news sent from our schools in Norway.

We have followed the 1 1 Alpine Champiceships in Austria in a very special
way. Students and teachers there sem mmy messages to the rest of the world, not to 'ye
us the information already m our newspapers, but to add those items that were of special
infant to ow students. Their Riedel assignment was to go out and interview police and
security people, hotel and hospitality peacoat; the environmentalists, and the skiffs
themselves. Thentheyzeporsedtotherestofuson the network. In addidon to dwir
vecial assignment d hxtuviewin& the stwlents in ow AGE school in Seelbach took
special teleconvmmicadons from Man° students to Edmonton's Edi Podivinsky.
Edi was thrilled. They even for OUR skier!

Health, science, and environmental studies
Various mini projects on cam of the elderly, food and meals, and drug abuse have

been explozed.
Daily weather reports were linked during the =nth of February 1990, from a

number of sites to a school in Nova Scotia. They then returned charts and graphs to the
participants. Informed= on acid rain has been collected and linked to others on the
netwmic. During the 1990-91 schookyear our weather collections have emulated of a
weeks mcordinp every five weeks. This way we get a glimpse of what it is like in each
site throughout dm year.

Articles hi the newspapers are often a source for a mini project, such as the article
about the OUladiall government discussing the matter of (making a stink about)
diapers. A grade four student linked out a response to this to sec if others had similar
concerns and found that an article in one of our Canadian magazines had been read by a
respondent in Saudi Arabia.

20
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Mathematics and art
Surveys conducted at various grade levels, often save as graphing material for

younger sturtnts, whilst older ones use it in spreadsheets and graphs. The information has
been shared in many formats. Problem wlving activides have also been linked.

Using various graphks programs, =dents have looked at architecture and how
buildings vary in different Iocaüons. Young students (grades 1-3) made drawings of their
homes, which then became the blocks for a composke "quilt". Having blocks from
Norway and New Mexico in a quilt certainly mule it unique. Illustrations to go with
stories have been linked. Other projects included an activity on fingerprints, and one called
Imar, witchstudenan atiseadzew and then mote about the five most important words they

Languap arts
What better way is there to motivate letter writing than to have children write letters,

link them on the network, and then receive answers prompdy? A vast improvement in the
letter writing skills was noted as grade three students responded with 200-300 word letters.

An interactive poeny pro.* involving the writing of coupletstwo line rhyming
poemson the theme of winter versus spring, was started by my grade three students.
After linking only the first line of these couplets to a number of schools and were delighted
with the results. Students in Spain and Norway (ages 13 to 16), learning English as a
second language rerconded with their second line. Inuit children on Baffin Island as well
as children in Massachusetts and Arizona sent responses.

A about a green monster who ate broccoli was sent to us on Saint Patrick's
Day ft= at Pond Inlet on Baffin Island. In a sequel to this story, the monster
visited our city tt Edmonton and Malmo School. Once my students had had their fun,
they sent him (links, of course) back to Pond Inlet.

Students are currendy involved in an Online Writers' Workshop. Students and
teachers post bi informadon. Students can then post a stort that is nearly ready
for publication. are also expected to respond to the stories of others. It is our
objective that every posted story will have at least one response within two days.

Our language arts program has been tirr;-..tred by these and numerous other writing
projects which have provided oppcetunities for our students to write using computers.

One of the exciting things about network communication has been the activity
between students in different age groups. There has also been a rich dialogue between
administrators, teachers, student teachers, and students. Helsinki high school students are
special to Malmo grade three students.

Conclusions
Our success in the keyboarding program at the grade three level has been very

rewarding. Students become efficient computer users. The computer has become a
powerful tool in language arts and other areas, and students have shown a marked growth
m their writing skills.

AGE has provided many benefits fir both students and
teachers. This new and exciting way to exchange information has gmfided students with a
mal audience for their wrid* SaZaw. quickly gain first hand information from students
in other parts of the world. TWy share their concerns for a safe global environment, for
peace, and freedom, and gain an understanding for the feelings of others.

Teachers consult and compare with other teachers in our own country, continent
and around the world, sharing projects, problems, and solutions. We mist that we can
improve global education and make the world a better place for future generations as we
work together theugh AGE.

Note: This paper is a condensed version of one provided to the Survival Skills Media
Conference in November 1991, for priming in their Proceedings Booklet.
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Integrated Activities for Classroom Enrichment
Cledwyn Haydn-Jones

Presentation:

1. Overview of Integrated Activities to conference delegates

(a) Active Learning
(b) Putting the rich in enrichment
(c) Child Drama and Mince: the legacy of Slade, Way, Heathcote,

Doormen, Livant
(d) Value of Child Drama

growth in imagination and creativity
aesthetic education
movement/psychomotor
cogeitive growth e.g. language development (myths and metaphors)
affective attributes e.g. 'engagement' in learning
improvisation and script development
dramatization (possibilities for 'intrinsic' motivation)

(e) CoRT activities (de Bono) and dramatic interpretation

2. Demonstration lesson (grade S level)

(a) IntroductionPmotivational set' (horror, anguish, disgust)
(b) Pre test: knowledge of drama (plot, character)
(c) Warm up activities
(d) Presentation

Story of Pied Piper of Hamelin
(related dramatically with challenging vocabulary)

ii 'Act out' (dramatise) and move with various
scenarios/characters

iii Discussion of legend: script and characterization
iv Improvisation

(e) Association/Review

i vocabulary/comprehension
ii developing the play (brainstorming)
iii alternative sequences and sub plots
iv climax/denouement

(f) Post test ('dip sticking' about new things learned)

25
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(g) Conclusion

1 posing the possibility of using the Hamelin theme for
contemporary problems (using CoRT strategies)

ii preparing class for next class: Robert Browning's famous
poem

Enrichment:

The Rocky View School Division has adopted the Schoolwide Enrichment Model
(SEM). Program Specialist, Jo-Anne Koch, Pupil Services Department.
principals and teachers have =dined SEM developed by Reneulli and Reis
(1985) to suit the needs of Rocky View schools and students. Although
'revolving door' and the L.P. 4 (resource program level 4) are important
components of the Rocky View model, a great deal of emphasis is placed on Type
I enrichment in the regular classroom. Sone activities recommended for the
academically and artistically talented students

".., can be applied successfully to larger segments of the school population"
(Shore and Teiamis, 1985: Birch, 1983).

Type I Enrichment comprises general exploratory experiences and activities
that are designed to expose students to a wide variety of disciplines (fields
of study) such as visual and performing arts where - at the elementary
school - are not ordinarily covered in the regular curriculum.

Presentor's Experience with Child Drams:

The presentor in his first degree program at The University of Wales, Bangor,
studied Education and LVamatic Art. As well, he acted professionally both
during and after university with various theatre companies and S.B.C. (Wales)
Radio and T.V. As a teacher in London the presenter adopted successfully the
idass of Peter Slade in Child Drama. Language **Is lessons, at the grade four
level for example, were frequently transformed into integrated activities
which complemented 'Language Learning':

choral speaking (e.g. Robert Browning's poem)
mime and movement
legend retelling (sags groups)
action songs
country dancins
story adaptation/acting out
moral education role play/simulation
movement education (physical education)
swords/stage fiShts

26
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The London slum kids were often exposed to a series of lessons that comprised
many of the above activities in one lesson. The adaptation of the Hamelin
story is a good exanple (e.g. mime, movement, choral speech, signing, acting
out, improvisation, and 'stage fights').

Students were 'engaged' in their learning. They returned to their desks and
the basal reader with a greater anticipation for and understanding of text and
context. The new vocabulary (e.g. virulent, rodents, vermin) and concepts
(e.g horror. disgust, betrayal, avarice) - introduced in the dramatization
phase of the story - was already familiar to the students before the text was
re-read.

Aesthetic Education and the Value of Drama:

"Proponents of aesthetic education ... see (it) as a form of aesthetic
literacy in every art for everyone, and the work in the individual arts are
elective opportunities for those who want competence in them".

H. S. Sroudy (1977)

a very wonderful thing.., exists in our midst but it is as yet hardly
notices... It is a creation, a skill, it blossoms where there are patience.
understanding, happiness, freedom, observation and humility. It is born of
plan and is nurtured, guided and provided for by the wise parent and the able
teacher. It can be drawn out, though it may evolve alone to some extent. It

can take the form of games, dramatization, classroom drams acting exercises,
free expression, improvisation, activity method and creative drama.

We are to consider them a human activity, and a skilled one at that. though
this skill is to a large extent unconscious".

Peter Slade (1969)

"Students consistently expresaed positive attitudes about SEM. They
collectively viewed school as a place that more accurately addressed their
personal needs and that provided them with opportunities that they might not
have ever had otherwise. Perhaps of ever greater importance were some
attitudinal changes expressed by students such as the following:

1. a general feeling that pursuit of individual interests is both
acceptable and encouraged in school:

2. a perception that completion of workbook pages and other traditional
classroom assisnments is not an end but rather a means for obtaining
opportunities for greater exploration, training, and creative production
within topics based on one's interests and beliefs that school is
intended for students to became more attuned to their own personal needs
and interests while acquiring the skills necessary for successful
adulthood".

(Olenchak and Renzulli, 1985)
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Beyond Reference Skills and Report Writing
Facilitating the Ofted Learner's Investigation of Real Problem

Japibuse Koch

INTRODUCTION

One of the basic tenets of a defensible gifted program is to

provide students with an opportunity to investigate real problems
using methods of inquiry employed by experts. However, while
gifted students have the ability and interest they frequently lack
the skills to conduct their own investigations. When they are
given the opportunity to become investigators and idea producers,
they frequently approach the task haphazardly, become bogged down
and ultimately frustrated at their inability to conduct an advanced
research project.

A search of the literature reveals many fine independent study
materials (see listing of References/Resources attached) available
for use by the classroom teacher but few provide a comprehensive
scope and sequence for guiding gifted students through the
investigation of real problems.

The following listing of skill sequences and accompanying RESEARCH
MANAGEMENT PLAN attempts to provide such a framework.

A SCOPE AND SEQUENCE FOR ADVANCED RESEARCH

STEP 1: Planning

- Choose a general topic, concept or field of study
- Conduct preliminary research/background reading
- Identify a specific problem, issue or concern of genuine

interest
- Review recent relevant research
- Formulate one or more research question, hypothesis, theory
or thesis statement

- Select appropriate general research design/study method
- Devise specific research design/action plan/proposal to

guide the investigittion
- Develop a tentative timeline for the study
- Identify potential audience/outlet
- List possible products

29
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STEP 2: Collecting and Organizing Data

- Select suitable general research strategy(ies)
- Choose and use appropriate research techniques and tools
- Identify and master specific methodological skills required

for this study
- Ensure research is conducted in responsible, ethical manner
- Organize data for further analysis and interpretation
- List specific methodological resources employed in the

study

STEP 3: Analyzing and Interpreting Data

- Judge authenticy, credibiliity and relevancy of accumulated
data and revise study if necessary

- Perform appropriate statistical analysis(es) on arcumulated
data

- Summarize findings and/or draw valid conclusion(s)
- List implications/suggestions for future study

STEP 4: Communicating Findings

- Create a polished product
- Share research resulta/product with appropriate

audience/outlet

STEP 5: Evaluating

- Evaluate research process
- Evaluate product(s)

30
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IISEIRCI MEW PLO Developed by Jo-Anne Koch

Name: Gradef Beginning Date: Estimated Ending Date:

Teacher: School: Proaress Check/Conterence Dates:

GENERAL TOPIC. CONCEPT OR FIELD OF STUDY: METHODOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Resource Persons/Now to Rooks:

Special materials/Equipment/Instrunents:

SPECIFIC PROBLEM. ISSUE OR COMERS:

RESEARCH QUESTIONS. HYPOTHESIS OR THESIS STATENZST:

GENERAL RESEARCH DESIGN/STUDY METHOD:

Historical Causal/Comparative Case 4 Field
Descriptive Experimental Correlational
Action Quasi-Experimental Developmental

Possible Products Potential Audiences/OutletsOther:

SPECIFIC RESEARCH DESIGO/ACTICM PLAN/PROPOSAL: _

: Additional inforation is recorded on reverse side.

MPI111111110111111.111.
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mammal Developed by J0.411110 Koch

Name: Grade: Facilitator:

School: Teacher: Kenton

DATA COLLECTION

general Research

Information Search
Primary Sources_ouSecondary S rces

Uperiment
Laboratory
Field

Specific Besearch

Reading/Listmaing/Viewing
Computer Database
Latta:writing
Artifacts
Archives
Content/Document Analysis
Collecting
Selecting
Measuring
Estamining

Outten:Log
Listing
Designing/Constnacting
Describio/Deenenting
Suneritins/Peraphrssies
Coabining/Intionting
Ordering/Segundo
Classifying/Catesoristo
Cospering/Contrastins
Replicating
Restructuring
Elaborating

A-

AND ORGANIZATIOS

Strategies

Survey
Questionnaire
Interview

Observation
Naturalistic
Participant

Techniques 4 Tools

Labelling
Coding
Variables
Grouping
Sampling
Notetehing/NotecardS
Diaries/Journals/Logbooks
FormsfNatrices/Files
Orephic Organizers
Audio/Video Tapes

Mete/Slides/Films_ seporans/ibluiPunt
Instruments
Simulations
Tests/Tdals/freatenta
rield Test/Pilot Study

l's IOU&
SanIting/Ratin Sculls
Checklists/Inventories
Outlines

.. Bibliographies
Other:

DATA ANALYSIS AND

JUdaing/Verifyini
Authenticy
Accuracy
Credibility
Relevancy

Distinguishins/Separating
Fact 4 Fiction
Fact 4 Opinion
Fact & Theory
Fact 4 Value Claims
Hypothesis 4 Evidence
Hypothesis 4

Generalisation
Evaluating

Validity
Relir_ollity

Revng
Estimating/Approximating

InPlientions/Sussestions for

INTIRPNETATIOX

Descriptivi Statistics
Frequency

Distribution
Measure of Central

Tendency
Variability

Inferential Statistics
Correlation
Chi-Square
T-Test

Determining Cause 4
Effect

Hypethesisinsillmorieing
Predicting/inferring
Sumearising/Synthesiting
Generalising
Concludins

Others--

further study:

CIALDIerloN

Knowledge Process

Skills Product

Other:

Self Teacher
Peer facilitator

Other:

...

e AUSI105IL anzoriuon reco
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Learning

Data Bases fgr BeAlgners, Elaine Englemen Schulman, Creative Learning Press

Doing Your Ow ReaseaTch, Eileen Kane. Creative Learning Press

Focus on Regearch, Curriculum Branch. Alta. Ed.

fostering Independent. Creative Learnine, Donald J. Treffinger and Patricia

McEwan, Creative Learning Press

How to Conduct Svrveys, Arlene Fink and Jacqueline Kosecoff, Creative Learning

Press

independent Study erogrgm, Susan K. Johnsen and Kay Johnson, Old Wagon Learning

Assoc.

Qrganizing Thinking, Howard and Sandra Black, Mind Resources Inc.

Pathways to ImeAtigative Skills, Deborah Burns. Creative . ;arning Press

Statistics Mgchlpg, Trillium Press. Pac-Rim Services

Research Without Copying. Nancy Polette, Western Educational Activities

Teacher's Choice. Sandra Kaplan. Goodyear Books (out of print)]

igaclummankla:banaintuaaanins. Curriculum Support Branch. Alta. Ed.

The Sghoolwide gprichment Model, Joseph S. Renzulli and Sally M. Reis, Creative

Learning Press

UP Peyiscoge, Dallas Independent School District
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Mentors* on Action
Stephen Leppard

Philosophy

At Malmo School, we believe that learning is enhanced by the experience
we provide in school, and by the people who touch a child's life.

Our mentorship program adds a new dimension to learning. During the
school year, students work with volunteers mentors to learn more about a
specific topic. Whether it's to talk about nature, dogs, or the United
Kingdom, our mentors enthusiastically share their information, knowledge
and skills.

Business people, homemaken, scientists, post-secondary students and senior
citizens ... mentors represent all walks of life. Their contribudons of time
has a positive affect on a student's overall education.

The mentorship program benefits Malmo students in many ways. They
have an opportunity to work with an interested and experienced mentor,
and they can also share their new-found knowledge with their peers in the
regular classrocen.

These students have been identifies by Malmo teachers as children who will
benefit from gaining additional information. They are highly motivated
and exceinionally interested in learning beyond the curriculum. Mentors
can help these students to explore real life problems effectively.

Each Mentor will not only effect the learning of a student but gain
information about our school and the surrounding community.

How does it work?

Mentors dwide on a topic and work with the teacher to deliver a program
that will bene,fit every= involved. They may choose to work with one
child, or with more than one at a time.

SPEMMII.
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Mentors also select an appropiate time to work with students, depending
on the tocdc. Wee*, Liweekly, and monthly times may be arranged.
Meetings can be held at the school, during the day, or at times when a field
trip is necessary. Any cost incurred by the mentor will be verified by the
program coordinator for reimbursement.

Mentors decide how much time they wish to commit to the program. The
length of the project can range from three weeks to three months. The
mentors' schulule will also dictate the length of each meeting.

36
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Gifted Females: A Dilemma
Judy Lupan

Recent publications reveal that even though there
has been marked improvement with respect to societal
attitudes and options for females, and gifted females
in particular, over the century, prospects for full
realization of potential are still less favorable in
comparison to male peers (Kerr, 1985a, 19850);
Silverman, 1989; Eccles, 1985). In her fascinating
recapitulation of the life and accomplishments of Leta
Hollingworth, a noted pioneer in the study of gifted
females, Silverman (1989), provides some v1vid examples
of the hurdles that women have had to overcome. A
particularly poignant example is found in a recorded
speech of Le Bon, the founder of social psychology, in
1879 on the subject of women's intelligence.
Generally, he paints a picture of females as being far
inferior to the male population, even though he
acknowledges exceptional cases in which females
achieved superior performance. However, he summarily
dismisses these as being rarefied quirks of fate and as
uncommon as the birth of a two headed gorilla.

Accepting that such sentiments were generally held
at the beginning of this century, it is the purpose of
the current presentation to examine more recent trends
and to consider the future outlook for gifted females.

One of Lhe important sources of information in
this area C1MES from longitudinal research. Barbara
Kerr (1985) hae synthesized the findings of four such
studies involving gifted females, including the seminal
work of Terman (1925), which warrants special mention
here. Terman'c longitudinal study consisted of 1,528
individuals who scored over 135 on individual I.Q.
tests in 1921. His sample included 671 females and 847
males, who were extensively examined, from ten years of
age to retirement.

Very briefly, the results indicated that, for the
most part, gifted men and women achieved fairly
equitably up until the time of college entrance and for
the initial undergraduate degree with 66.5% of the
females and 69.8% of the males graduating from college.
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After this point significant differences are noted
in that 39.8% gifted women and 47.6% of gifted nen in
this sample continued on to graduate studies and only
14.2% gifted women, as opposed to 31.1% gifted men
continued on and earned advanced degrees (Ph.D., M.D.,
LLB.). Most significant were the discrepancies in the
career achievements. The majority of males in the
sample achieved prominence in professional and
managerial occupations, whereas 50% of the female
sample became housewives. Moreover, only 11% of gifted
women versus 86% of gifted men were employed in
professional or managerial careers in 1955. More
often, women who did pursue careers chose occupations
such as teaching, social work, secretarial or library
and nursing.

The recent synthesis of the results of Terman's
and three other longitudinal studies directed at gifted
females, Kerr (1985), indicates that we need to examine
all stages of development of gifted females to gain a
better understanding of the issues and trends leading
to underachievement, particularly at the career
advancement and professional development level.
Significant findings are briefly outlined below:

a) . The Young Gifted girl - in general the studies
found that young gifted girls:

* were superior physically, better adjusted than
were average girls, and more socially
knowledgeable,

* had interests more like gifted boys,
* were more strongly influenced by their mothers

than were gifted boys,
* obtained self-esteem through school and club

achievements,
* expressed wishes and needs for self-esteem at the

age of ten.

The following characteristics were
particularly characteristic for highly gifted
girls, in that they:

* were often loners without much need for
recognition,

* were often second-born females,
* aspired to careers having moderate rather than

high status,
* had high academic achievement.
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b. Adolescent Gifted Girls - the following points
collectively describe the study's findings for
adolescent gifted girls:

* IQ scores dropped in adolescence.
* They showed higher academic achievement than

gifted boys of the same age.
* They showed high involvement in extracurricular

and social activities.
* Around the age of fourteen there was a critical

shift in lifestyle values related to strong needs
for love and belonging.

* They expressed fears that a choice between career
and marriage had to be made.

* Eventual career-focused females expressed interest
in scientific/idea oriented careers.

* Eventual homemaking females expressed interest in
uncial and people oriented careers.

* Highly gifted girls often did not receive
recognition for their achievements.

c. Gifted, Women - In general the academic and
vocational achievement of gifted women, compared
to that of gifted men, continues to decline
throughout adulthood. Specifically, this is shown
by the following points:

* Most employed gifted women chose disposable
careers and only a small group entered the higher
professions.

* Salaries of gifted women were much lower than
those of gifted men in occupations at the same
level.

* Highly gifted males' income averages almost twice
that of highly gifted women.

* Only a small proportion of highly gifted women
were unemployed fifteen years after high school
graduation.

* Early marriage and birth are closely related to
low achievemen'.

* Between the ages of 23 and 29 the careers of males
accelerated, whereas womens' stood still and they
may not catch up to their male peers for the rest
of their working lives.

* Single career women derive satisfaction from their
work and also enjoy friends, hobbies and community
activities.

* Homemakers receive less satisfaction from their
work than do single career women or integrators
who combine child birth, marriage and career.
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* Mental stability in the support of others is
crucial to successful integration of career and
family.

* Integrators are highly satisfied as a group.
* Esteem needs become highly important around the

age of forty.
* IQs du not predict career achievement or

employment. (Kerr, 1985, pp. 87-123)

Despite the fact that there are no comparable
Canadian studies, it would seem that the trends
for females at least at the university level are
quite similar. For example, the Canadian Yearbook,
1990 from Statistics Canada reveals the following
breakdown with respect to bachelor degrees awarded
by Canadian universities in 1986.

* household science 3% male, 97% female
* education 26% male, 75* female
* engineering 90% male, 10% female
* forestry 83% male, 17% female
*

*

nursing
math/physical

3% male, 97% female

sciences (geology) 80% male, 20% female
* mathematics 65% male, 36% female
*

*

physics
total degrees earned

87% male, 13% female

at the bachelor level 47% male, 53% female

These figures confirm a pattern of
traditional career/discipline choices; and similar
to the U.S. longitudinal studies, the breakdown by
gender with respect to total bachelor degrees
earned is roughly equivalent. In a similar vein a
look at the graduate degrees awarded by Canadian
Universities in 1986 reveals a significant decline
with respect to graduate degrees earned by females
in corparison to males.

* Masters level 57% male, 43% female
* Doctorate level 73% male, 27% female

Current Trends

A recent study by Tomlinson-Keasey and Smith-
Winberry (1983) offers some interesting insights with
respect to the changing outlook for gifted females.
The central focus of their study was to examine
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similarities and differences between contemporary women
and Terman's gifted women. On the positive side, their
findings revealed notable increases with respect to
educational achievement, occupational advancements, as
well as confidence in the ability to take advantage of
increased opportunities. However, on the down side, the
data revealed much greater levels of dissatisfaction in
all aspects of life for contemporary women. Thus, it
seems apparent that even though some general
improvements have been achieved by todays gifted
females, more could and should be done to encourage the
development of their full potentialities.

Futuom Promise

In light of the previous literature and research
findings, in combination with more recent statistics
concerning degrees awarded in Canadian universities,
there are a number of areas which hold considerable
promise for continued advancement of gifted females.

a. Changing Attitudes - greater attention must be
paid to generalized social stereotype thinking.
Males and females with high ability need
encouragement to achieve at the level they have
potential for.

b. Counsellina and Guidance - schools need to provide
earlier assistance for gifted females and more
support is needed with respect to decisions
relating to post-secondary education and career
choices.

C. Nor* Canadian Research - much of our current
literature comes from United States studies and
statistics. More efforts are needed to examine the
patterns and issues with Canadian gifted females.

d. Nentuships - considerable benefit can be derived
from pairing achieving females in professional
roles with students who show an interest in these
areas, particularly in male dominated fields.
Such mentorships can provide prospective females
with a realistic view of the profession, and
advisement on the prerequisite training and
experience necessary for successful advancement.
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The Artifact Exchange Network Session
Marilyn Macyk & Bonnie Lebowitz

The Artifact Exchange Network is a one hour session

presented by Marilyn Macyk and Bonnie Lebowitz which introduces

a hands on biannual, interschool, intercountry project. This

activity utilizes advanced research ,reference and critical reasoning

skills as well as a real life experience to deliver an enrichment unit

to gifted students.

Artifacts, charts, simulation exercises, tapes, slides and a

student made video are some of the audio visual materials which

Mrs. Macyk and Ms. Lebowitz incorporated. These materials were

used to demonstrate the effective application of this program in

various educational settings; in cla5s enrichment, a pull out model

and as an individual project. These materials are available for

loan by contacting either presenter.

Attached are copies of the handouts which were distributed.
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REGISTRATION FORM
THE ARTIFACT BOX EXCHANGE NETWORK

The University of Connecticut
BSI Gionbrook Road

Boa Rm 21, Storrs Hall
Storrs, CT 05251-2007

4U-0817

DIRECTIONS: Please use ONE mgistration form for EACH teacher participant Checks or purchase
orders must accompany ell registration forms and should be made payable to "The
Artful Box Exchange Network'. You *8 receive your teaching notarial, appmentately two weeks
atter we make your registration form(e), You may want to keep a copy of this form for your records. Please
**ea the timeline that wu included nali your original mailing for the proper deadlines. Canadian
destars: please enclose United Steam funds.

PLEASE CHECK THE APPIWPRIATE UNES TO INDICATE YOUR ORDER:

SEND ME ONE COPY OF THE TEACHER'S GUIDE ($15.00) 1,14; .

REGISTRATION MY CLASSROOM FOR ONE EXCHANGE ($20.00) 1,4 s,

°°'° I MON TO PANTIOIPATI IN TOOL

FALL saNasTan, 19 *PRIMO SINISTER, is

MY PAYMENT (CHECK NUMBER) IS

MY PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER (ATTACHED) IS

(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY)

Teacher's Name

School Noma

Street Address

City State/Province

Zlp Code/Postal Code

School Telephone (

Home Telephone ( (You *01 be called only if a problem arises.)

Grade Level (11) of Your Clue

Previous Exchanges (if any) Assigned to this Class

FOR OFFICE USE OACY:

..111Sent, 1..112143111 mmamBillild Entered_Contact_
Returned
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atom am Ica which as be used to determine
Its MOO place el elgb, awl* a doe card bling
pertinent Inkshalcs needed N Me as, sod Men
wags Mt Ass No *sic hags. Mel teachers
repel MN Ws Memo six and len hours of cbss
bine to deeds a tea end pram a tor =Ong.

HOW DOES ME EXCHANGE NEIWORX
WORK,

Part:tent niay register tor one or too actiamin
each irked pm Woo MOO al Oa dom01111d
Vallee tem and 12100 he, Me Naas wit make a
Miglo puke ol Wad Box nolietet. Reristratices
tor the Fall Eutaw mu* 60 relemed to The tWrenity
ci Duatactictil try Me end et Stclember. Nei tor the
Spring factory Pf the end ot Mum. Deadlines are
also estahilstad for Me riolltimilon of coops:Vim
who* the laN dry to mal a hoz k the receiving
school, and the test day lo return Its tox to the sending

school.

WHAT ARE THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF
THE PROGRAM DIRECTOR,

The Teaching The Talented Me N The University el

connececal prooMes coordination Core bx the Amber

Box Whams Neterat Tesehers' names, school loca-

ls* gads Weis. and scheduledparticipation mak=
ati MOW and ccallnoed throughout Me year. Pack

ets are ant to registered mach" id they am et
signed end NOW ci they paw schxds prtor to the

sdeMied MINI Box Exchange ming deadline.

111161-7-
Mr.

WHAT M ME COST OF INVOLVEMENT,

The NOW itiox Exctssje 6, a WA.*
Mexpenske way tce Nadas le NNW NM* Oil
thinklig and roman* silis pnxelets Mal Intepates
science NS geogisphy content. Re WIN east 44 es
Nadler% guide arid IV exchange b MOO. Nile the

same MOW ow register blurs Mattes trx 815.00
pet OsChinpS. PolieWing echo* are also respreable

ter the cost el ming War boxes and rimming their

partners' boxes MP expenditures el no more
than 810 am respired to purchase the fliw MOMS ne
away to construct a bet A Has Om may be used

lor more than one crchaage.

HOW CAN MY CLASS JOIN?
Teachers interested In bomb, a member ce ihe

ionattvier Artifact Box Exams Network may obtain
a nOvapon Win to the Teacting the Talented division

el The Wrongly of Connecticol School of Education To

obtain a (*VAN item pose do NUT sem, soy lee at

tits ON. please contact

Scott Masai. MOO(
The Added Box Exchange No*"
The Worenoty of Conneekof
231 Menem* Drive
Storrs Nat Room 28,
Storm. CT 06268
gem 486 4826

BEST COPY AYA1 LE

The Artifact Box
Exchange Network

Scott E. Johnson, Director

In association with the
TeachMg The Talented Program,
Ttw University of Connecticut
School of Education
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Faellitadon of Emotional Expression in Gifted Students
Sal Mendaglio

In recent years there has been a growing interest in the non-cognitive aspects of

giftedness. More and more one sees referems to the social, emotional, and vocational

concerns of gifted children. Many texts on the topic of giftedness include chapters on

counseling of these children. A perusal of recent journal articles indicates a stong inter-

est in the social and emotional concerns of gifted children. Some special issues have

appeared on this area. The purpose of this paper is to address a particular facetof the

affective domain, namely, the facilitation of emotional expression among these children.

In the process, some comments will be made on how the literature interprets "affective"

characteristics, and on the necessity of appropriate emotional expression for gifted chil-

dren.

Affect, Emotion, and Affective Characteristics

It is current practice in the current literature to define "affect" in an idiosyncratic

way. While in psychology, affect is often used as a synonym for emotion, in the literature

on gifted, affect is often used to refer to personality characteristics. A perusal of popular

texts suggests that "affective" in the contextof a discussim of chameristics refers to a

variety of descriptors some of which are directly related to emotions, while others are

traits.

Though Clark's (1990) text probably contains the most extensive discussion of

characteristics, one can find these treated in virtually all texts dealing with gifted educa-

tion. For example, Parke (1986) lists ten affective characteristics of gifted children

including: leadership ability, moralism, resourcefulness, advanced sense of humour,

preference for the company of older children and adults, perfectionism, sensitivity to

themselves, others, and their environment; and intensity. Clark's list is more detailed but

she too includes the last two: sensitivity and intensity. Thm toms are the affective

characteristics that most closely approach the use of the term as equivalent to emotional.

Parke's (1986) description of these two characteristics is fairly reflective of the way

in which authors tend to view these terms:
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Sensitivity to themselves, others, and their environment Gifted students are very

aware of their environman and the pewle who are in it. This awareness is coupled with

sensitivity to the feelings of others and the events in that environment

Intensity. One can feel the intatsity emanating from a gifted sudent who is work-

ing on a antic of interest. The intense concentratim perseverance, and commitment to

the task is obvious in many =as of interest, not just those involved in "school learning."

(See Parke, 1986).

Clark refers to sensitivity and inensity as follows:

Unusual sensitivity to expectations and feelings o f others.

Unusual motional depth and intensity.

Sensitivity as it is described above refers to a process whereby the gifted perm is

capable of perceiving and processing mote information from the environmentphysical,

interpersonal and internalcompared to the nongifted. Based cat clinical experime with

gifted clients, there is another dimension to sensitivity, and that is being easily moved;

easily hurt.
Intensity when seen in the context of emotions refers to the quality of enwtional

experience of gifted persons. Those with experience with gifted children will have made

an intuitive connection between superior intelligence, sensitivity, and depth of feeling

these children feel more because they "see" more.

In light of the growing evidence associating psychological stress with not only

psychological but also physical illness, the emotional sensitivity to self and others and the

depth of this experiencing require attention. Regardless of the view of stress one adopts,

emotional reactions are of primary importance in stressful reactions. Gifted children and

adolescents need assistance in emotimal experience and emotional expression.

Counselling experience suggests that facilitation of emotional expression results in

the acceptan of emotional experience, and reduction of emotional overreactions. When

expression is encouraged, youth begin to release their emotions =re regularly. Helping

professionalsteachers, counsellors, psychologistsin contact with gifted youth can

assist in this process by the application of empathy.
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Empathy: Cognitive and Communicative Dimensions
Empathy is one of those words which is surrounded by much confusion which

evaporates when it is viewed in the Rogerian tradition. In this perspective, empathy is not

sympathy, nor is it simply a communication skill. It is an attempt to understand persons'

internal experiencethoughts and feelingsas if we were those people. Rogers warns us

not to lose that "as it" quality. We, after all, are not the persons we are trying to under-

stand from their perspectives. Such a view emphasizes that empathy is both a cognitive

and communicative process. After attempting to understand we use appropriate language

io communicate to the other.

Whereas others emphasize the words used in empathy, the perspective taken here is

that otkr aspects are far mcwe important than the actual words used. Two of these are

caring and tentativeness. it ivation for engaging in empathy is a cuing for the

other. Empathy, without this, is simply a "mind game" or worse a manipulative ploy.

Tentativeness in presentation a our understanding of the other rests on the view that our

understanding is inferential in nature. We do not have direct access to the inner-perspec-

tive of the other. We simply have bits and pieces which are both verbal and non-verbal,

e.g., words, tone of voice, rate of speech, facial expression, and otlwr body language.

Like all inferences, attempts at empathic understandings require that we go beyond the

information available.

A recipient of empathic understanding communicated appropriately will soon learn

to take the risk to express his/her emotions in response. The term "risk" is used judi-

ciously hereexpressing one's emotions is a risk-taking affair. When we begin to em-

ploy empathy with another, it is important to appreciate this so that we are not impatient

when the other does not automatically respond.

This view of empathy is important for all of its application in interpersonal interac-

tions, however, it is particularly applicable for working effectively with gifted youth.

Gifted children and adolescents are more in tune (sensitive) to the subtleties of interper-

sonal communication. Discrepancies, such as between verbal and non-verbal communi-

cation, are readily discerned. Due to their richer emotional experience (intensity), there is

a greater need to discharge their emotionality. Such a need makes them more vigilant to

the degree of caring we feel towards them. Our phoniness or genuineness is perceived

easily by them.
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Conclusion

The affective characteristics as typically described in the literature may mask

gifted children's need for assistance in their emcgional expreudon. While it is reassuring

to see more and mote mown devoted to the non-cognitive aspects of giftedness, as we

still need to =cern ourselves not only with such matters as leadership but the actual

emotion implicit in traits such as sensitivity and intensity. The concept of empathy,

when seen in its complexity, is seen as a powerful means at the helping professional's

disposal in assisting appropriate =rational expression in gifted youth.
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Panel Discussion . Programming for High Achievers
Administrators' Point of View

Keith Muirhead

To be a successful adult, today's students are going to be faced with the

challenge of producing rather than reproducing knowledge. Children who can

memorize and apply algorithms but cannot reason wall are not adequately prepared

for the jobs and society of today let alone tomorrow. Students are going to need

to set their sights on authentic expressions of knowledge not only to identify

the discourse, things, and performances that others have produced - e.g. by

recognizing the difference between verbs and nouns or memorizing multiplication

tables or matching authors with their work. Certainly, the production of

knowledge must be based on an understanding of prior knowledge, but the mere

reproduction of that knowledge does not constitute authentic academic

achievement.

When the curriculum is geared tward the goal of authentic achievement new

forms of eaching will be necessary. Teachers will have to function more as

mentors and coaches, and less as depositors of static knowledge to be reproduced.

Students will have to rely on teachers for help, but they will not be mere

absorbers or consumers of everything ths teacher says. Students will also have

to take on the new roles of seeking help from and giving help to one another as

they learn.

This new role is particularly important for the academically gifted student.

And to help these students maximize their potential we as teachers must:

I. Understand and know the characteristics of gifted

learners.

2. Provide a climate for success whether it be in

heterogeneous grouping, or pull-out program or special

classes.

3. Remember that gifted students need programming ehat

offers greater depth and breadth in academic studies and

one that is adapted to their rapid rate of learning,
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areas of interest and specific academic aptitudes.

4. Distinguish between the one percent highly gifted, the

two percent gifted and the 14% high average.

5. Understand intellectual giftedness.

6. Provide opportunities for learning at an individual

rather than group pace so that they do not learn to

underachieve as a lifestyle.

7. Understand there may be differences between gifted

students' emotional physical and intellectual

development.

8. Understand that cognitive development does not occur

independently and should not be emphasized at the

expense of emotional social or interpersonal

development.

The tojor purpose of any gifted program is to provide differentiated

instruction to meet the needs, interests, and abilities of academically talented

students. Ry far the most important factor in meeting these needs of gifted

students is the teacher, A teacher that doss not understand the unique needs of

the two or three percent academically gifted students will short change these

students regardless of the organizational setting.

son mouorgt STREANING_OR TRACKING

Research shows no benefits are gained by tracking students into ability

groups (Oakes 85, Slavin 87, fO, George 8., Garmoran and Serends) Higher

achieving students do not do better when grouped together, and lower achieving

students do much worse when together. Tracking is often discriminating and once

assigned to a low track, very few move into higher tracks. As a result of the

research some schools have reduced or eilailnated homogeneous grouping and have

eliminated separate classroom programs such as Gifted. San Diego Schools, for

example no longer have remedial education. In S. C., a phased-in elimination of

tracking, or "streaming has begun - leavingspecialization for the last two years

of school when students will specialize invocational or college-bound programs.

Tracking continues in many places even when the evidence is overwhelmingly

against it. Perhaps it benefits a few individual students and placates some

parents; but more often tracking continues because its easier to manage

classrooms and schools when the range of abilities is restricted rather than if

they are expansive where students need to be taught in multiple ways.
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Creative Writing Ideas
May-Ellen Perky

In order to stimulate the Academic Challenge students I have
created two major writing units. The first utilizes Homer's Odyssey
as the springboard for creating descriptive, narrative, and
expository writing. The second involves taking the students into
the community to write the personal histories of residents in a
nursing home.

This paper will outline the two writing units and suggest the
steps that may be followed to create sinalar innovative actiyites.
I will conclude with an evaluation of the benefits for such
programs for A. C. students.

ODYSSEY WRITING UNIT

IIELSHIS

The unit begins with a discussion of Homer's time and place,
the mythological background to the Trojan War and the events
leading up to ths adventures of Odysseus. In addition the teacher
should review with the sty:lents the names and relationships of the
major gods, goddesses, and characters involved in The Cdvssev. At
this juncture the visual stimulus of a map of Greece is a good aid;
the teacher may point out the various cities, islands, and areas
which are mentioned by Homer. A discussion of the political and
social structure of the times might follow. Finally this
introduction may conclude with a review of some of the legends,
stories, and plays which have evolved from Homer's two great epic
poems, Thq_I1ke4 and ihm_QIERELy.

MEM/
This section begins with a simple teacher-generated summary of

The Odysspy, which is read with the students, while discussing
important aspects of the story. It is helpful to provide a blank
point-form outline of The Odyssey for the students; guide them
through the filling out of the form. As you work on this outline,
discuss with them possible moments in the story which would make
good descriptive and narrative paragraphs. Show and discuss with
students the three part film/yideo The Odyssey and/or the film mis
Search for Ulvssu. These provide excellent visual stimulii for the
narrative and descriptive paragraph writing.

BEST COPY Al
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NIKUMMZE

In this section tha students are provided with information on
writing descriptive and narrative paragraphs. They, choose a moment
from l'he Odvesev which they wish to use as the basis for a
descriptive paragraph. At this point they may wish to read about
their selection from Lattimore's translation of The Odyssey. Using
the writing promos the students now create their own description
of the moment. The same process should be followed for writing a
narrative.

=LAMB
Additional writing ideas may now be given to the students for

further descriptive and narrative exercises. Some of these ideas
include: pictures from Lift Mngazine and the lyrics of the song,
°Moon Over Bourbon Street° by Sting.

Mnit_ELKS

At this point the teacher may give the students a handout on
essay writing and discuss it thoroughly. The students are than
given questions which can be developed into a full essay. Each
question is discussed in class and guidance for handling the
question is given. rising the writing process the students now
generate their own essay from the teacher-generated questions based
on ibaAdzsamx.

NURSING ROME WRITING PROJECT

The idea for this writing unit came from reading the short
story °At The Home by Phillip in the Resoondina to Reading text.
The students are given the opportunity to react to several pievtz
of literature using different forms of writing as well as trytag
their hand at a Eomeresque approach to writing history.

SIELSKII

The students discuss their feelings about the elderly
and exchange experiences they may have had with the elderly, i.e.,
grandparents. It is helpful to have them define what they think
'elderly' means and to brainstorm/writestorm this term while
examining the possibility that the definition varies at different
ages.

We then read the story "At The Nome° and discuss the e.tfferent
attitudes presented by the various characters and how these
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attitudes changed if they did, in fact, change. This is followed by
a discussion of the 'timeline' of the elderly, that is, what events
in history would they have witnessed or been a part of, including
inventions, etc. This sets the stage for an understanding of the
'historic' past and what it sight have meant to be part of it. We
then read the short story *Miss Brill° and discuss the youths'
attitude to the elderly, as well as some exploration of Miss
Brill's insights into life.

The first writing exercise begins with a short narrative about
someone elderly whom each student knows or wishes to know.
Expressly encourage them to try to picture their chosen elderly
person in words. Next comes a poemassignment where they read three
poems and must discuss two of these in essay form using the
compare/contrast method. Lastly, the students listen to the song
"LES VIEUX"/"OLD FOLKS° and discuss their reactions to this song in
a written assignment using any form they wish ie. descriptive
paragraph, narrative, poem or essay.

anii7112

Assign the reading of miasnaLa three articles of October,
1986, under title of "A Matter of Care°. What new information have
they gained? What insights into the elderly? They are then
instructed to prepare summaries of the main points of these three
articles written in a precis format.

=LIM=
The students should now be prepared to discuss their interest

in going into a nursing home for this project; a consensus must be
achieved if the project is to go ahead. Once the class has agreed,
contact is made with the nursing home, followed by a visit by
teacher, to discuss various dimensions of the project. Then parents
are contacted regarding the students' commitment, and a preliminary
visit is made to the nursing home with the students. It is
important to have them write their reactions to being there.
Subsequently an arrangement is made for the director to visit the
class to discuss the project, to detail emergency procedures and to
prepare them psychologically and emotionally for their involvement.
In order to facilitate pairing, the students write autobiographies,
which are delivered to the nursing home, while the director
provides names and some background information, i.e., health, age,
ethnic background, some favourite interest, etc. At this point it
helps to discuss interviewing techniques: one possibility is to
bring in a guest speaker familiar with interviewing techniques, to
assist in preparing sample questions. The teacher should arrange
for recorders and extra tapes, discuss transcribing from tape, and
set up a practise in class, including interviews with classmates.
Student should be made familiar with points of view, the use of

favourite sayings, and the appropriate length of the biographical
material. . .a minimum three typed pages. Some guidelines are created
for the first encounter, with the first session designated as a
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got-acquainted meeting. Students should be prepared to talk about
themselves and/or read their autobiographies. Following the initial
visit, arrangements are made for a regular visiting routine. There
are usually six sessions or visits - three per week - with one
class spent at school to debrief and help with transcribing. The
teacher monitors each scudent's relationship with his/her
interviews* on an ongoing basis.

EVILMILE

Throughout the sessions students replay tapes looking for tips
on further stories, and time is spent in making up leading
questions or suggesting ways of 'gently' probing in order to
complete details. Wben a reasonably complete biography has been
assembled, the students prepare a first roogh draft - just to get
the ideas dawn on paper. Proofreading is done by fellow students,
with discussion of problem areas. A second rough draft is proofread
by the teacher, with specific questions indicating need for further
information fres the tapes. The third rough draft - double spaced
- is proofread for style, phrases, use of words, and titles. When
the text is final, a good copy is typed and copied with one copy
sent to the nursing home. Projects are marked on content and
structure, but also some valuation is given to atttitude and
responsibility during sessions. The '90-91 students created their
own book for the nursing home; they chose the title, did the
artwork, the layout and collated the pages, while parent volunteers
did the typing and ran copies. The Xerox Company of Canada
reproduced the photographs.

pro. FIVA

Than follows a re-read of the poem, 'The Thrills of the
Years' (see step one), and some attempt is made to determine if a
new understanding has developed. The students then try to write
their own poem, about their partner, about growing old, or any
other significant element arising from the project.

Other projects that could be undertaken include planning a
city to accommodat a positive mix of the elderly and the young,
myth-making in advertising about the elderly, and attitudes towards
the elderly in nursing homes and in education. Several critical
issues also arise: mandatory retirement age, accessing the
knowledge and skills of such a large part of the population if they
are removed from society, and attitudes towards the elderly in
other cultures, i.e., Indian, Inuit, Chinese, and European.
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EVALUATION

Both projects provide an emotional and intellectual stretch
for A.C. students. In The Odyssey writing project, the students are
inspired by the writing of a great creative master. They become
more aware of the historical perspective in literature and its
impact on their lives and culture. They gain an understanding of
story-telling based on fact as well as an appreciation of the oral
traditon, its power and ultimate transformation into the written
word. On the other hand the Nursing home project introduces the
students first hand to storytelling which works from oral traditon
and historic context creating a feeling of continuance. The
students have hands-on experiences of the transformation from oral
to written forms. They also have the opportunity to utilize a whole
range of interpersonal skills as well as the creative writing
techniques. As a result of this project, personal bonding and
lasting friendships are formed with the elderly. A byproduct is the
students' reflections on the position of the elderly in our
society.

azinicifigfiliff

nigspigignimszga trans. R. Lattimore, New York: Harper and Row,
1965.

ThElhap.ALAgigg trans. R.
Press, 1951.

THE ODYSSEY, Three part film,
EPSEI.

TIM SEARCH FOR ULYSSES, film
EPSB.

La_milm, from record Jacaue
LAW.
'Miss Brill', in smoLliatLialgslium complied by L. Perrine,
Toronto: Harcourt Brace and World, Inc. 1959, p.357.

Lattimore, Chicago: U. of Chicago

available through Media Services,

available through Media services,

Skel: Alive_qqd Wel: and Living in

'Thrill of the Years', aka 'Look Closer' (Anonymous), 'When I'm
Sixty-Four' (John Lennon), 'Hello In There' (John Prins) , 112
Elderly, Toronto: OISE, n.d.

'A Matter of Care', klacimua's Maaazine, October, 1986.
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Mulching the Scientifically Thlented
G. Hangd Posher

We are living in a world in which the survwal of a culture is

depending more ald more upco its level of development in science wid

technology: economic rowth depends on continuous innovation m science

and technology. Our culture has change.1 from a predominantly agricultural

base to one that employs only 291 of the population in agriculture it is

predicted that 90% of ocCupations will be in the service industry by the end

of this century. Service inckstries depend on communications which in turn

depend on technology and science. Technological and scientific data is

estimated to double every 8 to 10 years. A severe shortage of engineers is

forecast for the next decade and the demand for scientists and

technologists is increasing.

A number of national studies in the United States revealed that

students shy away from math and science. They also showed that the

performance of students in math and science was dismally low when

compared with students of other nations. These studies recommended a

number of changes in school arriculum including an increase in the number

of science courses required for a high school diploma. The National

Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) recommended that the
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science curriculum (a) be conceptually based, (b) emphasize inquiry, (c)

apply science to everyday events, and (d) look at implications of science and

technology to society and the environment. It also recommended that

courses be designed for both the college bound and non-college bound

student.

Some states have responded to the recommendations of the studies by

establishing specialized schools for math and science.

A number of studies have been launched to determine what salient

attributes eminent scientists poSsess as judged by achievements,

professors, colleagues, and other notables in the field. The studies attempt

to determine to what extent time attributes were also present in these

eminent scientists when they were children. The purpose of the studies is

to determine the necessary and sufficient conditions for the development of

scientists. Several caveats are In order: testimonials regarding memories

of attributes as children are subject to distortion; it is not known to what

extent possession of these attributes as children results in careers in

science, or to what extent the enviroment brings about the appearance of

these attributes or affects their development, Longitudinal studies are

required to wswer such queries. Notwithstanding the caveats, It is not

unreasonable that the amearance of extraordinariness in attributes like

those of a scientist are a necessary condition for a later career in sciena

Further, researchers have found siMport for the Idea that the disposition

toward scientific endeavors appears early in life, is not learned, and affects

how the child interacts with the environment

The lists of attributes that characterize eminent scientists are

characteristic of the categories In the instruments used. A number of

attributes, however, are common among the lists: preference for the
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theoretical and the abstract, preference for asymmetry, openness to

experience, flexibility , spontaneity, positive self-concept, independence,

emotional stability, tolerance, introversion, persistence, personal drive,

guesting, creativity.

Many of these attributes may be recognized in the child's interest in

science phenomena, involvement in science projects, task commitment,

advanced science vocabulary, curiosity in how things work, advanced reading

and mathematical skills, &ove average 10, and love of collecting.

Brandwein (1975) suggested that potential In science required at

least a modest 10 (105 - 115) plus creativity. Brandwein viewed three

factors that must interact in order for success In science: genetic factor,

predisposing factor, and activating factor. The genetic factor refers to a

minim= level of intelligence, the predisposing factor to persistence and

questing, and the activating factor to the environmental opportunities for

advanced work in science and contact with an inspirational teacher

in order to teach a discipline one must understand its structure

Disciplines differ in their content, practitioners, methods, and outcomes.

When the National Commission on Excellence in Education study

recommended a science curriculum that was conceptually based and made

use of the inquiry process, it was reflecting the structure of science.

Science consists of a substantive structure and a syntactical structure The

sibstantive structure ccosists of the legacy of science: theories,

principles, generalizations, concepts, and their interrelationships. The

substantive structure guides the work of researchers in the field: it points

to gaps in the knowledge or anomalies in the data and it suggests the

appropriate evidence against which the data may be verified. The

syntactical structure consists of heuristics and methods of inquiry
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characteristic of a particular scientific field of study. It states the kind or

evidence that is accepted by this discipline for the verification of

scientific phenctnena.

Two kinds of inquiry characterize science: stable inquiry and fluid

inquiry. Stable inquiry refers to the major part of scientific research:

increasing precision of physical constants, analyzing anomalies that appear

in data, duplicating the studies of other scientists, and other endeavors that

increase the scientific knowledge incrementally. Stable inquiry accepts the

substantive structure as authoritative; all findings are measured against it.

Fluid inquiry, on the other hand, refers to research endeavors that result in

profound changes In the sibstimtive structure of science, such as Einstein's

Theory of Special Relativity. Such changes occur relatively infrequently.

Scientific disciplines often over-lap as evidenced by disciplines such

as biophysics, physical-chemistry anu the like. Indeed many principles,

such as the conservation of energy, are common to all physical and life

sciences. Even the essential elements of scientific inquiry are common:

evidence to verify knowledge, inductive and deductive reasoning to connect

evidence with data, hypotheses and theories to m*e sense out of the

world, open mind to avoid bias and dogmatism.

Scientific disciplines differ in content, in the kinds of evidence that

are used to verify knowledge, and In the methods of inquiry employed by

their practitioners. In fact, the methods of inquiry vary even within any

given discipline. There Is no such thing as "the scientific method" in terms

of a set of prescribed steps that is universally followed by scientists

engaged in scientific inquiry.

Scientists interact with the culture in the following ways: what the

culture deems important specifies the areas of scientific research,
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scientists communicate the results of their research to the community at

large, and scientist share their expertise with members of the community in

issues that affect the life of the community.

A ctrriculum, in a broad sense, is a planned learning experience. It

specifies what Is to be learned; where, when, and how the learninc is to

occur; the learning environment; and the outcome of the learning.

A curriculum can be subdivided into four components: general

etiucation (basics), specialized (gifted), covert (affective), and non-sctiool

(community). The combination of the last three components is referred to

as a differentiated curriculum. A differentiated curriculum for the

scientifically talented consists of learning experiences, that reflect tneir

characteristics. Because the scientifically talented learn rapidly, orefer

complex and abstract phenomena, see relationships among concepts readily,

integrate material easily, enjoy being challenged, and so on, the appropriate

curriculum is fast paced, abstract, complex, involves integration of

concepts and, in general, operates at a level that keeos the scientifically

talented working at the margins of their abilities.

The National/State Leadership Training institute developed guidelines

for a unbriculum for gifted children in general; the National Education

Association and the National Science Teachers Association developed

guidelines for a differentiated curriculum for the scientifically talented.

The differentiated science curriculum advocates depth of learning,

integration of science disciplines, keeping up to date with developments in

science, student involvement with science materials, Increasing application

of mathematics, use of community resources, influences of science on

society, a conceptually based curriculum, and continuity from elementary

school to college.
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The continuity in a differentiated curriculum from early chili:Mood to

high school for the scientifically talented Is achieved through the use of

conceptual schemes, instructional objectives, and behavioral objectives.

The conceptual schemes are broad generalizations, principles, and concepts

that are relevant and applicable throughout the entire curriculum (e.g.

energy Is conserved). The instructional objective expresses a general

learning outcome (e.g. Understands that energy Is conserved when heat is

transferred). The behavioral objective is a specific learning outcome that

represents achievement of the instructional objective (e.g. uses

conservation of energy to explain melting). The instructional and behavioral

objectives prescribe tasks that increase in complexity, abstractness, and

quantitativeness; and thus, require higher and higher levels of cognitive

processing as education proceeds from early chilalood through hiqi school.

The tasks prescribed in the curriculum must take into account the

cognitive and emotional levels of development. in early childhood the

copitive level of development is at concrete operations, md the emotional

level of development is at either initiative versus guilt or industry versus

inferiority crises experiences. The child must physically manipulate his or

her environment in order to develop mental representations of phenomena

(copitive development) iffid must also be encouraged to explore many areas

in science (Initiative vs guilt) or to complete tasks (industry vs inferiority).

In elementary, cognitive development is at concrete operations pr

formal operations; emotional development at industry versus inferiority

crisis. Formal operations enables the child to deal with hypothetical

situations and to perform mental experiments. Thus, elementary is the time

to encourage experimentation and research, as well as task commitment.
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Junior high is characterized by formal operations in cognitive

development, and identity versus role confusion in emotional development

Cognitive tasks become more quantitative (mathematical expressions of

physical relationships). The favorable resolution of the identity versus role

confusion crisis dependS on a preponderance of success with experiences

that delineate ones personal characteristics. Field trips, guest speakers,

and other experiences that encourage the student to clarify his or her

values, attitudes, skills, and abilities; and to assess these attributes with

attributes required for success in various careers are appropriate learning

experiences at the junior high level.

High school students we functioning at the cognitive level of formal

operations and at the emotional level of identity versus role confusion,

however, they are further along in their development than junior high

students. Cognitive abilities of scientifically talented high school

students are Sufficiently aoVanced that the solicitation of mentors outside

the school environment is in order. Mentors meet the needs of these

students in two important ways: they provide expertise and they serve as

role models. Thus the student Is able to satisfy not only his or her

intellectual neeit, but also his or her identity needs.

Throughout the entire schooling period, early childhood through high

school, the learning experiences of students should reflect the application

of principles of learning from the theoretical frameworks of Behavioral,

Social Cognitive, and Cognitive psychology and from the findings of the

research based on these frameworks. Learning is enhanced by the

application of principles and concepts such as reinforcement, role modeling,

information processing, attribution theory, transfer of learning, schemata

and the like. Research has identified the the following teaching strategies

as effective under particular conditions: individual 'study, group work,

lecture, tutorials, computer assisted instruction, and mastery learning.
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Research Developments in Gifted Education
Michael C. Ppyt

Overview
The purpose of this paper is to examine research developments in gifted education

from two perspectives: the eminence and cognitive science approtches. These approaches

are viewed as compedng paradigms with differing implications regarding priorities in gifted

education. After briefly describing each paradigm and the contribution of each paradigm to

understanding the =tun of giftedness, I will discuss the implications of adopting either

paradigm for gifted education. I propose that combining features of both paradigms is

desirable for gifted education.

Eminence Paradigm
Most comeptions of giftedness (Sternberg & Davidson, 1986) and models of gifted

education (Renzulli, 1986) can be characterized as taidng the eminence approach to

giftedness. This approach hopes to deter:nine the qualities of an individual, educational

experiences, and socio-cultural conditions that enable an individual to make an important

contribution to a discipline. Various oxiceptions of giftedness may differ regarding the

special qualities that are needed to achieve eminence. One familiar conception is Renzulli's

(1978) Three-Ring ccoception specifying the interaction of above-average ability, task

commitment and creativity. Personally, I (Pyryt, in-press) prefer the triad of intimacy,

passim, and commitment as descriptors of potential productivity. Some theorists (Stanley,

1979) focus cm the acquisition of specific skills in a domain such as mathematics. Others

(Tannenbaum, 1986) focus cas chance facton in addition tocognitive and affective factors.

Specialists in gifted education also differ regarding preferred approaches for

facilitating talent The revolving door identificatice model (Renzulli & Reis, 1986) suesses

the opportunity for stsderts to become producers of knowledge through independent

investigation of real world problems. The smorgasbord of accelerative opportunities model

pioneered by Stanley (1977) focuses on content acquisition and early career entrance as the

primary vehicles for future success.

Some generalizations from the eminence approach include the following:

1. Eminence is a multi-faceted phenomenon.

2. Eminence is Domain-Specific.

3. Productivity is a cyclical phenomenon.

4. The interaction of cognitive, affective, educational, and socio-cultural is

dynamic.

5. Recognition of giftedness is culture-bound.
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Intuition and Giftedness
Deborah Skaret

11 The purpose of this presentation is to stimnlate thinking
about intnition and challenge educators of gifted children to

II

provide a learning environment which facilitates greater
awareness of intnition and provides support for its development.
Three woes will be focused upon; (1) What is intuition? (2)
Cultural conditioning and intuition, and (3) Intuition and gifted
Ieducation.

ithsLAs.lataitalaa.
Intuitiaa is a phenomenon we all know through personal

II

experience. The word *intuition* has been used to describe a
broad range of experiences which involve knowing or a sense of
knowing, seemingly obtained without the Conscious Q20 of
reasoning. Experiences which have been called intuitive range

I
from the commonplace to the extraordinary. Examples of
experiences called intuitive include unexplainable gat feelings
or hnnches about a situation., sensing *vibes", knowing with

II

certainty what will happen or what the solution is to a problem
in the absence of sufficient information. extrasensory
perception, the sudden *she experience in creative discovery,
and mystical or religious experience in which identity goes

II

beyond customary limits.
With °intuition' covering such a broad range of experiences

it is not surprising that theoretical discussion of intuition is
diverse. ,Theories have been develIten: Moll.. w....... conceptualize

11

intuition an a special facalty of capable of attaining
special knowledga outside the realm of the intellect. In
contrast theories have also been developed which posit that
intuition as a faculty of knowing does not exist and that which

II

is considered intuition is merely rapid inference.
A few theories have been developed which adopt a multilevel

view of intuition. These theories conceptualise intuition in a
way which encompasses everyday experiences labelled intuitive to

I
intuitive experiences which occur less frequently and have a
spiritual quality. Carl Jung (1949), a Swigs psychiatrist,
developed a theory of personality in which he adopted a
multilevel view of initiation. Jung considered intuition,

II

sensing, thinking, and feeling as basic psychological functions
present in all individuals to varying degrees. Jung
conceptualized the functions of intuition and sensation as ways
to perceive infernation, and the functions of thinking end

II

feeling as ways to Judge information. Jung theorized the
existence of three levals of consaiouSnese: the personal

II
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conscious, personal unconscious, and the collective unconscious.
According te Jung's theory intuition is a way to perceive
information through uncenscious'processes. Information at tbe
personal and collective unconscious levels is accessible through
intuition. Through intuition, conclusions may be arrived at
without ability to explain how or why the conclusion was made
rationally.

11

11
society imparts to its members a particular worldview of

what constitutes reality, what knowledge is important and what

Part of the werldview modern Western society imparts to its
are legitimate ways of perceiving, thinking, valuing and acting.

11
members is that intuitive ways of knowing are inferior to
rational / logical thinking. This wc-"Aview has led to intuition

individuals and by the educational system. Samples (1987)
being mistrusted, &migrated, and igmored by society at large, by

described how young children have many ways of knowing which are
gradually reduced because cultural conditioning teaches children
that certain ways of knowing and perceiving are culturally
acceptable while others are not. Cultural conditioning has
taught us to dishonour intuitive ways of knowing. To consider
intuition a legitimate way of knowing challenges long standing
cultural beliefs.

11

ftdEdncation
Within the past deaade the need for the acknowledgement,

awareness, training, and utilization of intuition has been
11documented by writers from a variety of disciplines including

education (Clark, 1988; Noddings & Shore, 1984). The importance
of intuition in creative breakthroughs has been reported in the
works of creative individuals throughout history (Clark. 1998;
Rockenstein. 1986; SperIing, 1982). The acknowledgement of the
important role intuition plays in the creative process has
created an interest in developing the use of intuition by gifted
students (Clark, 2986; Rockenstein, 1986).

The work of Clark (19883 and Rockenstein (1985) provide a
franework for understanding intuition and ways intuitive
developaent can be encouraged when working with gifted students.
Clark developed a holistic integrative model of gifted education
based upon 4 synthesis of theories of creativity and research on
brain functioning housed within Jung's model of psychological

of developing and utilizing all four psychological functions of
functioning. Clark's integrative model stresses the importance

thinking, feeling, sensing and intuition within all subiect areas
to ensure powerful learning experiences. Clark described

human brain function... the area that promi as Ulm eost
intuition as "the least known and yet the most powerful area of

continuance and fulfillment of humankind' (Clark, 1988, p. 400)
and 'a highly synthetic and dynamic process that integrates all
other brain functions' (p 404).

Rockenstein (1985) defined the 'intuitive domain" as "an
.

11
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open channel to universal soarces of knowledge and wisdom that
transcends the boundaries of time, space, the senses, and the
logical / ratienal mind" (p. 4). Based upon literature relevant
to intuition, doomentation by creative individuals, and personal
experiences Rockenstein developed a taxonomy of four maJor
educational objectives to facilitate the intuitive abilities of
gifted students. The first oblective addresses awareness of the
intuitive domain. It involves teacher and student ezploration of
terminology related to the intuitive domain, investigation of
accounts of intuitive experiences of famous people, discussion of
personal intuitive experiences, and consideration of possible
ways intuition can play a useful role in one's life. The second
objective addresses comprehension of the role intuition plays in
the creative process. This obJective involves studying how
intnition is involved during the stages of creative thinking as
conceptualized by Wallas. The third objective addresses
development of intuitive abilities through engaging students
directly in techniques which have been found to enhance intuitive
ways of knowing. Techniques Rockenstein outlined include
relaxation training, meditation, creative imaging, and dream
exploration. The fourth oblective is development of a
personalized plan for continued learning in the intuitive domain.

Rockenstein's taxonomy provides a useful model on how
awareness and development of intuition may be aoproached within
gifted education. Reckenstein warned that ethi .1 consideration
should be made before teaching in the intuitive amain. The
ethical considerations Rockenstein presented focused upon: (a)
tbe possibility of inadequate teacher preparation for instructing
students in techniques designed to enhance intuitive ways of
knowing, (b) tae possibility that creative imagery may induce
altered states of consciousness which students may be
developnentally unprepared for or find distubing, and (c) the
possibility that exploration of intuition may be opposed by
community members. With these ethical considerations in mind I
believe it is important tbat instruction in the intuitive domain
presently focus on the first two oblectives of Rockenstein's
taxonomy. In addition teachers should discuss with students how
certain states of coneciousness may enhance intuitive ways of
knowing and that techniques, such as meditation, have been
developed over the centuries to induce altered states of
consciousness. Discussion of other techniques found to enhance
intuitive ways of knowing should also be discussed with students.
Instructional focus on increasing awareness of the intuitive
domain, comprehension of the role of intuition in the creative
process, and discussion of techniques fOund to enhanee intuitive
ways of knowing will help develop teacher, student, and parent
awareness of intaltion and hopefully foster a more receptive
attitude to further exploration of intuitive wars of keoving.

I have focused on discussing what intuition is, how cultural
conditioning has inhibited acknowledgment and development of
intuition, and ways of increasing gifted students awareness of
intuition awl supporting their intuitive development. I hope
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this presentation has stimulated interest in finding out more
about intuition and bow educators of gifted students cam
facilitate awareness of intuition and provide support for
intuitive development.
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Sex Role Orientation and Self-Concept
In Gifted Adolescents

Josie Dag

AMU
Adolescence is a period from puberty to adulthood characterized by rapid

physical, emotional, and intellectual changes. Self-concept appears to be an

area which researchers have focused upcm in attempts to understand adolescence.

Investigations of adolescent self-concept development have been extensive. A

literature search of Psychological Abstracts since 1974 resulted in over 2,000

studies done on the topic. Compared to this impressive amount of literature on

adolescent self-concept in general, little research has been done on the self-

concept of gifted adolescents, and even fewer on sex differences in self-concept

among the gifted.

The present investigation examined the sex role orientaticm, the self-concept,

and the relationship between self-concept and sex role in a sample of 39 (22

males, 17 females) gifted high school students. A control group of 39 students

(22 males, 17 females) in the regular program was included for comparison

purposes. Two instruments were used, the Sem Sex Role Inventory, and the Piers-

Harris Self-Concept Scale. The purpose of the study was to examine the following

questions:

1. What are the sax role orientations of gifted adolescents in comparison to

their non-gifted peers?

2. What are the levels of self-concept in gifted adolescents in comparison

to their non-gifted peers?

3. 1$ there a relationship between self-concept and sax role orientation?

Is this relationship similar between gifted adolescents and their non-

gifted peers?

These questions were investigated relative to comparisons with male and female

students.

Regarding question 1, no significant difference in sex role orientation between

students in the gifted and regular prngram, nor between female and male students,

were found.

75
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Regarding question 3, the results indicated that there was no significant

difference in the general self-concept scores between students in the gifted

and regular programs, Mr between total male and female students. However, when

specific areas of the self-concept measure were analyzed, females were found to

have a significantly higher level of anxiety than the:sales, and regular program

students were found to be significantlyhappier endows satisfiedwith life than

the students in the gifted program. As well, females have fewer problems with

behavior than males.

Regarding question 3, i significant relationship between sex role orientation

and the self-concept was found for total students. Androgynous individuals were

found to score the highest self-concept, followed by masculine individuals, then

by feminine individuals, with the undifferentiated scoring the lowest self-

concept. This relationship did not differ significantly between regular program

students and gifted program students, nor between female and male students.

The results were discussed in relation to the three questions which this

investigation sought toanswer. Implications for future researchwere suggested.
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Strategies Developed for Use With Mammary GiftedfLearning
Disabled Students in a Self-Contained Classroom

Janet Wets

This presentation will deal with the strategies

developed in a self-contained classroom for gifted students

with learning disabilities. It will track the development of

the program over the past three years from inception to

present day.

The topic will begin with a background of the

assessments and placeeents of the students involved, the

educational and experiential background of the teacher, and

the application and euppert of research in this area.

Strategies which waive developed and tried, along with

thir successes and failures will comprise the bulk of the

presentation. Available resources both commercially made and

teacher-made will be shared with the audience. Publishers'

names and addresses will be obtainable.

Evaluations of the students' progress will than be

discussed with the help of graphs and parent questionnaires.

Discussion of what is still needed in this area of education

will be examined, keeping in mind the relationship between

what was learned in the classroom and whet is espoused in

the literature. There should hopefully be time at the end

for questions from the audience.

Printed hand-outs of characteristics of Gifted/Learning

Disabled students as gleaned from the research and the

teacher's experience will be available for the audience. A

comprehensive list of strategies which were used and tried

in the classroom, and which are supported by the research

will also be acceissible for the members of the audience.
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We Believe in Honoring Human Potential
Marie Whelan

Gifted learners are .., } integrated into a 'community of learners' where
each child is honored "4 challenged to develop the best within themselves.

Ozonised= llach 'comma), is an enriched learning environment enabling the teacher
to llicilitate a program whit* meets the needs of gifted learner& Students are
murnmckd a wide of resources and opportunities which stimulate
them and socially. Focusing on 'student directed
learning', each coulminity I. organized to accommodate independent choices,
small group work and total group involvement.

A - teaeher for gifted learners is a resource teacher to each community
assistance to each teacher in the selection of resoteces, projects

and .., ibr student directed learning.

Student Students have the opportunity to mentor mid be mentored in a variety of
Pastorship situations over a seven year plea Mentorship programs are cross graded

inviting students to interact with learners from other communities. We are
developing an adult-student mentorship program involving our parent
caumimity.

Cooperative A cooperative model is built into the instructional day providing
Team teachers the ty to program plan for all learners with the catalyst
Banding teacher, and resource teacher

Staff
Development

t.Z.1116

1 of

The professional staff are involved in a weekly staff development ororam
which enables tewhers to continually develop their skills and remain current
on researds.

Parent Parent development evenings are coordinated by the professional staff to help
Development build in a mapport system which links with the schools' philosophy on gifted

education. Parents are given the opportunity to suCnintworkshops which will
enable them to be actively inie in their child's

Life As a commimity we recetniae that learning is a life long process where we will
Long continue to evolve and develop in otw appreciation of honoring the human
laarning potential of all learners.

11111=1111101111110111111.1111MINION1110
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Writing to Publish: Breaking the Barrier
Carolyn Yewchnk

I have served as editor of AGATE, the journal of the Gifted and

Talented Education Council of the Alberta Teachers' Association for

the past five years, and on the basis of that experience would like to

offer some observations and suggestions regarding writing for

journals.. I would specifically like to focus on the process involved

in getting an article into print, and in so doing, encourage you to

consider writing for AGATE.

To begin with, there mint be an idea, some message that you

would like to communicate to others. We tend to be modest about

the things we do, the programs we have, and the innovative practices

we have developed. We tend to think that others, particularly those

far away from us, are much more productive than we are and have

better 'answers° to the problems we face. We tend to think that

others are experts who can help solve problems for us.

Part of this mystique about the expert is associated with the

impact of the printed word. Ideas which appear in print have a

permanency which invites reflection and consideration. The

mystique works for us, too, however. When we get our ideas into

print we become experts in the eyes of others.

We all have ideas which we can share. Usually we feel quite

comfortable talking about them, however, the thought of putting

them into writing commonly raises a whole host of nagging self-

doubts. Have I got anything important to say? What if the

manuscript is rejected? What will the reviewers think of me? Do I
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really consider myself an expert in this area? These self-doubts

present a real psychological barrier to writing for publication. Fear

of rejection or evaluation is a common impediment to writing for

journals. It is difficult to put one's self up to academic scrutiny.

I would like to offer some suggestions for developing your

ideas into an article suitable for publication and surmounting the

psychological barriers which confront beginning (and experienced)

authors.

First, select the journal in which you would like to publish.

Look at copies of the journal, read through the articles and examine

the Instructions for authors to get a feel for what the journal

publishes. For example, AGATE invites theoretical, desc4tive and

research articles on all aspects of the education of gifted and

talented children. Consider, also, who subscribes to the journals,

that is, who is likely to read the article you write. Again, using

AGATE as an example, the majority of subscribers are classroom

teachers. An article in AGATE reads differently than one which

appears in, say, The Gifted Cad Ouartmjy.

Second, note the technical requirements for submission.

Factors such as length, number of copies, style of referencing, and

so on, deal with the physical requirements for submitting an article.

If the ideas you explore are the kernel of your message, then the

technical aspects form the shell for housing that kernel.

Third, if you are not certain that your topic is suitable for a

particular journal, check directly with the editor, whose name and

address usually appear in the journal. I know that I am more than

happy to talk to prospective authors about publishing in AGATE.
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Fourth, expect to cko some revisions. Only rarely does an

article pass review without any changes. In some cases minor

revisions are requested by reviewers and in others the rewriting is

quite substantial. The purpose of reviewing manuscripts is to edit

and clarify. Articles which are well reviewed are informative, clear

and easy to read. The review process may be burdensome to authors

but it is an effective way to get peer feecbadc. I try to ensure that

the feedback is very specific with regard to the nature of the

requested revisions.

Fifth, write as clearly and as simply as you can. From the

first and/or second paragraph the mak) idea as well as how the

paper is organized to develop that idea should be obvious. It is

important to givo sufficient detail to maintain interest but not so

much that the main thrust of your message is lost.

Finally, remember that the editor wants to receive your

article. Journals are p.iblished on a regular basis and that requires a

steady stream of incoming submissions. A number of times over the

past 5 years I have faced a publication deadline lacking sufficient

articles and have had to make some frantic phone calls to try and

fia the issue. In those situadons I have been most grateful to the

indMduals who have submitted an article on very short notice, often

at great inconvenience to themselves.

What topics can you write on for AGATE? Any topic that is

relevant to the education of gifted and talented children in Alberta

is suitable. Listed below are the topics which have appeared in

Volumes 1 through 5 1987-1991. I would be pleased to include your

article in a forthcoming volume.
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AGATE publications Vol. 1-5, 1987-1991

BIOGRAPHY

Schmidt, W. H. 0. (1988). William Stern: Pioneer in the psychology

and education of gifted children. 2(1), 2-6.

BOOK REVIEWS

Brydges, Barbara (1990). Library Services of the Centre for Gifted

Education. 4(2), 30-35.

Brydges, Barbara (1991). Recent books on gifted education. 5(2),

41-44.

CHARACTERISTICS OF GIFTED CHILDREN

Oviatt, Pat (1988). Attitudes of students in a Grade 10 honors/

international baccalaureate program. 2(1), 33-39.

Porath, Marion (1991). A developmental view of young gifted

artists. 5(2), 12-19.

Shore, Bruce (1991). How do gifted children think differently? 5(2),

19-23.

Stemberg, Robert (1988). Three portraits of intellectual giftedness.

2(2), 26-32.

Vespi, Laurel (1988). The social and emotional characteristics of

gifted children: The myth continues. 2(2), 14-19.

COUNSELLING

Kanchier, Carole (1988). Maximizing potential of gifted and talented

students through career education. 2(2), 6-13.

Pullyblank, Harold (1988). The counselling needs of gifted children.

2(2), 20-25.
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Shiner, Sandra M. (1987). Providing guidance for gifted students.

1(1), 31-39.

CREATIVITY

Clarke, Stanley C. T. (1987). Creativity. 1(2), 7-12.

im, .Seon-Ha (1989). Creativity: An eastern perspective. 3(2), 11-15.

Jobagy, Shelly (1990). Moral responsibility and the construction of a

creative life: Implications for gifted education. 4(1), 21-24.

Norman, Charles & Wilson, Cheryl (1987). Incorporating creative

activities into instruction. 1(2), 13-15.

Orieux, Jim (1987). Creativity: An elusive concept? 1(1), 22-28.

Pyryt, Michael (1991). Discovering your creative triggers. 5(2), 33-

37.

Wilde, Warren D. (1989). Creative potential: The domain of the

gifted? 3(2), 2-10.

CURRICULAR MATERIALS

Liu, Andy (Ed.) (1989). Mathematics for gifted students. 3(1), 1-105

(Whole issue).

Polette, Nancy (1987). Stretching minds with picture books. 1(1),

27-30.

Slavik, Holly (1991). National Film Board resources for developing

curriculum for the gifted and talented. 5(2), 38-40.

Voegtlin, Lois (1988). Canadian literature for elementary academic

challenge students: An annotated bibliography. 2(1), 20-23.

CURRICULUM DIFFERENTIATION

Gerling, Terrance (1988). Why differentiating the curriculum for

gifted students is necessary. 2(1), 7-13.
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Mielnichuk, June H. (1988). Differentiating curriculum to meet the

needs of gifted learners. 2(1), 14-19.

Sullivan, Mary (1990). Interpreting giftedness. 4(2), 36-42.

Wilgosh, Lorraine (1987). Developing children's special talents. 1(2),

36-40.

IDENTIFICATION

Edmunds, Alan L (1990). The use of school subject tests to identify

and program for the gifted. 4(1), 2-7.

Ellis, Julie L (1987). Selecting students for challenge programs in

elementary schools. 1(1), 9-13.

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES

Choi, Don Hyung (1989). Education of scientifically gifted students

in the Republic of Korea. 3(2), 16-23.

Freeman, Joan (1989). High ability: A European perspective. 3(2),

24-27.

Stewin, L. L. (1988). Gifted education: The Soviet experience. 2(2),

2-5.

PARENTAL ISSUES

Sodie, Carol (1987). Dealing with the parents and families of gifted

children. 1(2), 25-28.

Lupart, Judy L (1990). Parents and gifted education (PAGE). 4(2), 16-

19.

PROGRAMMING

Blackwood-Malayko, Kim (1988). A challenge program for gifted high

school students. 2(1), 24-28.

Delaney, Don (1990). Progressive acceleration--A common sense

approach. 4(2), 20-24.
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Harper, Georgean (1988). Mentors are magic. 2(2), 33-39.

Martin, Cindy Lee & Scanlon, Kathleen (1991). Junior high students

conducting research. 5(2), 24-26.

Mielnichuk, June (1991). If gifted education is to continue. 5(2), 2-6.

Nyberg, Verner R. & Clarke, Stanley C. T. (1987). Politics of providing

a program for the academically able. 1(1), 3-8.

Parke, Beverly N. (1990). Gifted students in regular classrooms.

4(2), 25-29.

Sullivan, Mary (1991). The role of cross-age groupings in

accommodation of student differences. 5(2), 6-11.

PROGRAMS DISTRICT

Burgess, Karen & Shreenan, Eunte (1987). Programming for the

gifted in Grande Prairie. 1(1), 14-17.

Dvorack, Yarmilla (1988). Programming for the gifted in Calgary

Catholic elementary and junior high schools. 2(1), 29-32.

Shields, Jan (1991). Academic and creative excellence: Grande

Prairie Catholic School Districts' integration of its gifted

programs. 5(2), 27-32.

RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRES

Li, Anita K. F. (19913). °Bright Inspirations": A conference for

gifted/talented girls. 4(1), 18-20.

Pyryt, Michael; Lupart, Judy & Josephson, Trevor (1991). Gifted

Research and Education in Alberta: Analysis of a needs

assessment questionnaire. 5(1), 19-25.

RURAL ISSUES

Campbell, John (1987). Gifted education in Northern Alberta: A rural

perspective. 1(1), 18-21.
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Lupaschuk, Doreen S. (1989). Gifted education in a rural setting.

3(2), 38-43.

TEACHERS OF GIFTED STUDENTS

Gerling, Terry (1991). Planning: Do teachers of the gifted do it

differently? 5(1), 2-11.

Li, Anita K. F., & Bourque, Joanne (1987). Do gifted students'

preferred learning styles match the teaching styles of their

teachers? 1(2), 2-6.

Nash, Chris & Miller, Jack (1987). Teaching gifted students

effectively in secondary school sciences. 1(2), 29-35.

THINKING SKILLS AND STRATEGIES

Andrews, Jac; Peat, David; Mulcahy, Robert; & Marto, Kofi (1990). A

cognitive strategies approach for developing social competence.

4(1), 25-33.

Millar, Garnet (1991). The power of questioning: An enabling

strategy to enhance learning. 5(1), 26-38.

Pace, Sandra Falconer (1989). Thinking skills in the curriculum:

implications for the gifted and talented. 3(2), 28-37.

Peat, David; Mulcahy, Robert; Andrews, Jac; & Marfo, Kofi (1990).

SPELT: A cognitive strategy-based instructional model. 4(1), 34-

43.

Perkins, D. N. (1988). Myth and method in teaching thinking. 2(2),

40-45.

UNDERACHIEVEMENT

Brophy, Annabel (1987). Achievement !notivation in gifted

adolescents: A preliminary study. 1(1), 40-44.
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Buga, Rod S. (1987). The underachieving gifted: Characteristics and

concerns. 1(2), 21-24.

Chnstopher, James R. (1987). Programming for gifted achievers and

underachievers. 1(2), 18-20.

Delisle, James & Berger, Sandra (1991). Underachieving gifted

students. 5(1), 39-44.

Edmunds, Alan L (1990). Giftedness and motivation. 4(2), 9-15.

Goldberg, Jack (1990). Gifted underachievement: A proposed solution

to some persistent problems. 4(2), 2-8.

UNDERSERVED GIFTED

Bibby, Mary Ann (1991). Teachers' perspectives of giftedness in

hearing impaired students. 5(1), 12-18.

McGuire, K. Lesley (1990). Identification of gifted learning disabled

students. 4(1), 8-12.

Wees, Janet (1990). Gifted learning disabled and gifted

underachievers: Can they benefit from the same kinds of

programs? 4(1), 13-17.
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